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PREFACE 
Theory of variational inequalities was initiated by G. Stampacchia [72] and G. 
Fichera [28] in the early 1960's to study the problems in potential theory and elas-
ticity, respectively. Variational inequalities have been extended and generalized in 
several directions using novel and innovative techniques both for their own sake and 
for apphcations. It has been shown that variational inequality theory provides the 
natural, direct, unified and efiicient framework for the general treatment of a wide 
d'dss of ururelated linear and nonlinear problems arising in fluid flow through porous 
media, elasticity, economics, optimization, and appUed and engineering sciences, see 
for example [5-12,19-21,25-27,31-35,38,46,47,55]. 
The system of variational inequalities is an important generalization of varia-
tional inequalities. In 1971, CaffareUi [14] studied the system of variational inequal-
ities arising in membrane problem. Later, Frehse [29], Ural'tceva [74], Yamada [80], 
Hayasida and Nagase [37] studied the systems of elliptic variational inequahties. 
The Nash equilibrium problem [56,57] for differentiable functions can be formulated 
in the form of a variational inequality problem over product of sets [5]. A number 
of problems arising in operation research, economics, game theory, mathematical 
physics and other areas can also be uniformly modelled as a variational inequal-
ity problem over product of sets, see for example [27,55,68] and references therein. 
In 1984, Pang [68] decomposed the original variational inequality problem defined 
on the product of sets into a system of variational inequalities, which is easy to 
solve, to establish some solution methods for variational inequality problem over 
product of sets. Later it was found that these two problems are equivalent. Since 
then a number of researchers studied the existence and iterative approximations 
of solutions of various systems of abstract variational inequalities viz., systems of 
(set valued) variational inequahties, systems of (set valued) variational-like inequal-
ities, systems of vector variational inequalities, systems of nonconvex variational 
inequahties, systems of pseudomonotone variational inequalities, etc. see for exam-
ple [1-4,17,24,36,37,41,45,50,53,70,76,77,79,87]. 
The main objective of this dissertation is to study the existence and iterative 
approximations of solutions of these systems of variational inequalities. 
The dissertation consists of five chapters. 
iii 
In Chapter 1 contains the notions, definitions and results which are used in 
the study of work presented in the subsequent chapters. Fvirther, we give brief 
presentation of some classes of variational inequalities and systems of variational 
inequahties. 
In Chapter 2, using some fixed point theorems, KKM-Fan lemma and minimax 
theorems, we study the existence theory of some systems of variational inequalities 
and variational inequalities over product sets. 
In Chapter 3, we use projection method, resolvent operator method and projec-
tion method involving uniformly prox-regular set to study the existence and iterative 
approximation of solutions of some systems of variational inequalities. 
In Chapter 4, we use the auxiliary principle to study some iterative methods 
for solving some systems of variational-like inequalities. 
In Chapter 5, we study of a system of variational inequalities using relaxed 
extragradient method. 
In the end, we give a comprehensive Hst of references of books, monographs, 
edited volumes and research papers related to the variational inequalities and work 
given in this dissertation. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Theory of variational inequalities was initiated independently by Fichera [28] 
and Stampacchia [72] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity and 
potential theory, respectively. Since then this theory has become very effective and 
quite powerful tool in the study of a large number of problems arising in mechan-
ics, contact problems in elasticity, optimization and control problems, management 
science, operations research, general equihbrium problems in economics and trans-
portation, etc., see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [7], Barbu [8], Bensoussan [9], 
Bensoussan and Lions [11,12], Brezis [13], Cottle et al. [19], Crank [20], Duvaut 
and Lions [25], Ekland and Temam [26], Giannessi and Maugeri [32], Glowinski [34], 
Glowinski et al. [35], Hlavacak et al. [38], Kikuchi and Oden [46], Kinderlehrer 
and Stampacchia [47], Mosco [52], Necas et al. [58], Panagiotopoulos [67] and the 
references cited therein. Because of their important applicability, in recent past, 
variational inequality problems have been extensively studied and generalized in 
various directions by many authors. 
The system of variational inequalities is an important generalization of varia-
tional inequahties. In 1971, CaffareUi [14] studied the system of variational inequal-
ities arising in membrane problem. Later, Prehse [29], Ural'tceva [74], Yamada [80], 
Hayasida and Nagase [37] studied the systems of elliptic variational inequalities. 
Since then a number of researchers studied the existence and iterative approxi-
mations of solutions of various systems of abstract variational inequalities; see for 
example [1-4,17,24,36,37,41,45,50,53,70,76,77,79,87]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 1.2, we review various notations, known definitions and results which 
are essential for the presentation of the results in subsequent chapters. 
In Section 1.3, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities 
ai].d systems of variational inequalities. 
1.2. SOME TOOLS OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, let if be a real Hilbert space 
with its topological dual H*. Let 2^ be the power set of H, CB{H) denotes the 
family of all nonempty, closed and bounded subsets of H, C{H) denotes the family 
of all compact subsets oiH. If there is no confusion, we denote the norm of Hilbert 
space H (or Banach space B) and its dual space H* (or dual space S*) by || • ||, and 
the inner product of H and the duality pairing between H and H* by (•,•). 
Definition 1.2.1 [71]. Let T : X ^ X he a. function on a set X. A point XQ is 
called a fixed point of T if, TXQ — XQ, i.e., a point which remains invariant under the 
transformation T. 
Example 1.2.1. Let a mapping T : [-1,1] -)• [-1,1] be defined by Tx = x^. Then 
0 and 1 are the fixed points of T. 
Theorem 1.2.1 (Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem) [71]. Let C be the unit ball 
in i?"' and T : C —> C be a continuous mapping. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
Remark 1.2.1. Brouwer fixed point theorem is not true for infinite dimensional 
spaces. Kakutani gave an example to show that Brouwer fixed point theorem does 
not hold for infinite dimensional spaces. 
Example 1.2.2 [71]. Let C = {x ^ l^ : \\x\\ < 1} be a unit ball in a Hilbert 
space l^. For each x = {xi,X2,xz,...} in C, define a mapping T : C ^ C such that 
Tx = {^/l - \\x\\'^,Xi,X2,...}. Then ||ra;|| = 1 and T is continuous. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that T has a fixed point, say TXQ = XQ = 
{xi,X2,X3,...,Xn,...}inC. Since ||Ta;|| = 1, ||ra;o|| = ||xo|| = 1. But 
Txo = { \ / l - ll^olP, Xi, X2, ..., Xn, ...} 
=^{0,Xi,X2,X3,...,Xn,...} 
= XQ 
= {xi,X2,X3,...,Xn,...}. 
This gives Xi = 0,X2 = 0, ...,x„ = 0,... or XQ = {0,0,0, . . . ,0, . . .}. But this 
contradicts ||xo|| = 1. Hence, T has no fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.2 [71]. Let X be a metric space with metric d. A mapping / : 
X -> X is said to be contraction if there exists a constant 0 < A; < 1 such that 
d{fx, fy) < kd{x, y), Vx, y e X; 
Theorem 1.2.2 (Banach Contraction Theorem) [71]. Let {X, d) be a complete 
metric space and let T : X —> X be a contraction mapping on X. Then T has a 
unique fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.3 [70]. A nonlinear mapping T : H ^ H is said to be Lipschitz 
continuous if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
| | T x - r y | | < s | | x - y | | , Mx.y^H. 
Definition 1.2.4 [71]. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces. A mapping T : X -^ 
X is said to be continuous at an arbitrary point XQ E X, if for each e > 0, there is 
real number (5 > 0 such that 
\\T{x) - ^(xo)!! < '^ whenever ||a; - XQH < ,^ XQ^X. 
Remark 1.2.2. If 5 < 1, T is contraction; if s = 1, T" is nonexpansive. 
Hence, contraction ^ Lipschitz continuity =^ continuity. 
Theorem 1.2.3 [47]. Let Kheo, nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
for each x ^ H, there is a unique y E K such that 
| |x-2/ | | = inf | | x - z | | . (L2.1) 
Definition 1.2.5 [46]. Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. The 
point y e K satisfying (1.2.1) is called the projection oi x e H on K and we write 
y = PK{X). 
Note that PK{X) = X, \IX^K. 
Theorem 1.2.4 [46]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of if. Then 
y := Pjc{x), the projection of x G if on K if and only if there exists y ^ K such that 
{y,z-y) > {x,z-y), Mz^K. 
Theorem 1.2.5 [47]. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of E. Then 
the mapping PK is nonexpansive, i.e., 
\\PK{x)-PK{v)\\<\\x-yl \/x,yeH. 
Definition 1.2.6 [71]. Let K be a nonempty and convex subset of H. A function 
f : K -^ Ris said to be convex if for any x,y ^ K and 0 < a < I, 
f{ax + (1 - a)y) < af{x) + (1 - a)f{y). 
Remark 1.2.3 [71]. / is said to be concave if —/ is convex. 
Lemma 1.2.1 [15]. In a real Hilbert space H, there holds the inequality 
Ik + yiP < ||x|p + 2(y,a: + ^), Va;,y € H. 
Definition 1.2.7 [70]. Let T : H ^ H he a, single valued mapping. T is said to 
be monotone if 
{Tx -Ty,x-y)> 0, Vx, y e H. 
Further, T is said to be strictly monotone if T is monotone and {Tx—Ty, x-y) > 
0, \Ix,yeH{x^y). 
Definition 1.2.8 [36]. A mapping T : H ^  H is said to be r-strongly monotone if 
there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{Tx-Ty,x-y)>r\\x-y\\'', \/x,yeH. 
Definition 1.2.9 [36]. A mapping T : H ^  H is said to be 
(i) pseudomonotone if 
{Tx,y-x)>0=>{Ty,y-x)>0, yx,y e H; 
(ii) P-strongly pseudomonotone if there exists a constant (3 > 0 such that 
(Tx,y - x) > 0 => (Ty,y - x) > /?||x - y| 1^ , Vx, y e H. 
Example 1.2.3 [36]. Consider a function F : R" -^ R" defined by Fx = cl{x)-¥v, 
where c > 0, x,v E R with v fixed, and / is the n x n identity matrix. F is 
r-strongly pseudomonotone for 0 < r < c. For x, y G i?", if {Fy, x~y) > 0, we have 
(Fx, x-y) = (Fx- Fy, x - y) + {Fy, x-y) 
= c{x-y,x-y) + {Fy, x-y) 
= c\\x-y\\'^ + {Fy,x-y) 
> r||x — y|p, for 0 < r < c, 
i.e., F is r-strongly pseudomonotone for 0 < r < c. 
Definition 1.2.10 [36]. A mapping T : H ^ H is said to be a-inverse-strongly 
monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
(Tx ~Ty,x-y)> a\\Tx - Tyf, Vx,y G H. 
Definition 1.2.11 [36]. A mapping T : H -^ H is said to be relaxed 'y-cocoercive 
if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
(Tx -Ty,x-y)> (-7)! |Tx - Ty\ \\ Vx, y e H. 
Definition 1.2.12 [36]. A mapping T : H -^ H is said to be 'y-pseudococoercive if 
there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
{Ty,x- y) > 0 =^  (Tx,x - y) > ^\\Tx ~ Ty\\\ Vx,y G H. 
Definition 1.2.13 [45]. Let Hi and H2 be real Hilbert spaces. Then a mapping 
T : Hi X H2 ^ Hi is said to be 
(i) ai-strongly monotone in the first argument if there exists a constant ai > 0 
such that 
{T{xi,X2)-T{yi,y2),Xi -yi) >Q;i||a;i - y i | p , Vxi,t/i e Hi,X2 e H2. 
(ii) {Pi,^2)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants /3i,^ 2 > 0 such that 
||r(a;i,X2)-r(yi,y2)|| < A| |a;i-yi | |+6lk2-y2| | , Vxi.yi G Hi,X2,y2 e H2. 
Definition 1.2.14 [71]. The function f : H -^ R is said to be lower (upper) 
semicontinuous at XQ if 
Uminf/(x) > /(XQ) (hmsup/(x) < /(xo)) as x ^ XQ. 
Remark 1.2.4. / is upper semicontinuous if —/ is lower semicontinuous. 
Definition 1.2.15 [40]. Let T : F -> 2^* be a set valued map. The domain D{T) 
of T, range R{T) of T and inverse T'^ of T are respectively defined as 
D{T) = {xeH: T{x) ^ 0}, 
R{T)= U T(x) 
leD(r) 
and 
T-\y) = {x^H:y^T{x)]. 
Definition 1.2.16 [40]. The Graph G{T) oiT : H ^ 2^* is a subset oi H x H* 
given by 
G{T) = {{x,y) eHxH*:ye r(x),x G D{T)}. 
Definition 1.2.17 [18]. A function f : H ^ R\J {+00} is subdijferentiable at a 
point X e if if there exists a functional x* e H*, called subgradient of / at x such 
that 
f{y)-f{x)>{x*,y-x), yyeH. 
The set of all subdifferentials of / at x is denoted by df{x) and the mapping 
df : H ^ 2^* is called the subdifferential of / . 
Definition 1.2.18 [71]. A map f : H ^ H is said to be proper if f~\C) is 
compact for each compact set C oi H. 
Definition 1.2.19 [17]. Let f : H ^ RU {+00} be a proper, convex and lower 
semicontinuous functional. The resolvent operator Jj.H-^His defined by 
where / is the identity mapping on H, df is the subdifferential of / and /? > 0 is a 
constant. 
Lemma 1.2.2 [17]. Let f : H ^ Rl){+oo} be a proper, convex and lower semicon-
tinuous functional and Jj be the resolvent operator for / . Then J^ is nonexpansive, 
i.e., 
\\J^{x)-J^{y)\\<\\x-y\\, Vx,yeH. 
Remark 1.2.5 [17]. li f = 5K, where 5K is the indicator function of a nonempty, 
closed and convex set K in H defined as 
( 0, iixeK, 
SK{X) = I 
[ +00, \i X ^K. 
Then JJ=PK, where PK denotes the projection mapping. 
Definition 1.2.20 [71]. Let X be a metric space with metric d. For A,B e CB{X), 
the Hausdorjf metric denoted by TilA, B) is defined as 
'H{A,B) = maxjsup inf d(x,y),sup inf d{x,y)}. 
xeA y^B y^B x^A 
We note that when X is a complete metric space, then so is {CB[X), H). 
Example 1.2.4 [71]. Let X = 72, A = [1,2] and B = [2,3], then snp d{a,B) = 1 
and sup d{b, A) = l^n{A,B) = l. 
Theorem 1.2.6 [71]. Let X be a complete metric space with metric d. Suppose 
that the set valued mapping T : X -> CB{X) satisfies 
niTx,Ty)<ad{x,y), Vx^y e X, 
where a e (0,1) is constant. Then T has a fixed point in X. 
Definition 1.2.21 [6]. A set valued mapping T : H -^ 2"* is called monotone if 
{Vi - y2,xi - X2) > 0, yxi,X2 e D{T) and y^ € T{xx),y2 G ^(0:2). 
Similarly, one can define strict monotonicity and strong monotonicity for T. 
-> -> 
(a) Graph of monotone operators (b) Graph of maximal monotone operators 
Definition 1.2.22 [6]. Let G be a nonempty subset of H x H*. Then G is called 
monotone if 
(yi - y2, a;i - X2) > 0, V(a;i, yi), (xa, t/2) e G. 
Definition 1.2.23 [6]. A monotone operator T : H -^ H* is called maxima/ 
monotone if it has no proper monotone extensions. That is, for (x, y) EHxH*,we 
have 
(2/ - u, a; - w) > 0, V« G £>(T), v e T{u). 
Then y 6 T{x). 
Similarly, we say that G C H x H* is maximal monotone if for every monotone 
Gi such that GcGi,we have G^Gi. 
Remark 1.2.6 [40]. By Zorn's lemma, the graph of any monotone set valued map 
is contained in the graph of maximal monotone set valued map because the union of 
an increasing family of graphs of monotone set valued maps is obviously the graph 
of monotone set valued map. 
Theorem 1.2.7 [40]. Let H he a Hilbert space. LetT : H ^ 2^* be a set valued 
mapping. Then 
(i) T is monotone (maximal) if and only if G{T) is monotone (maximal); 
(ii) T is monotone (maximal) if and only if T"^ is monotone (maximal). 
Theorem 1.2.8 [40]. Let T : H ^ 2^ he an operator, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) T is maximal monotone; 
(b) T is monotone and R{I + XT) = H; 
(c) for every A > 0, (/ +AT)~^ is a nonexpansive mapping defined on whole space 
H. 
Theorem 1.2.9 [15]. Let X he an inner product space. Then, for all x,y,z ^ X 
and a, /3,7 e [0,1] with a + /? + 7 = 1, we have 
| K + / ? y + 7-2|P = cv|N|2+^||t/||2 + 7 | | z | | 2 -a /? | | a : -2 ; | p -a7 | | a : -^ |p - / ?7 | | y -^ |p . 
Theorem 1.2.10 [15]. Let {xn} and {yn} he bounded sequences in a Banach space 
B and let {/?„} be a sequence in [0,1] with 0 < hminf„_^oo /?„ < limsup„_^oo Pn <i-
Suppose Xn+i = (1 - Pn)yn + PnXn for all integers n > 0 and hmsup„_^^(||2/n+i -
VnW - |ixn+i-a;„||) < 0 . Thenlim„_^oo||yn-a;„|| = 0 . 
Theorem 1.2.11 [15]. Assume {an} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers 
such that 
a-n+l < (1 - ln)an + K, 
where {7„} is a sequence in (0,1) and {6n} is a sequence such that 
(i) E 7 n = oo; 
n=l 
oo 
(ii) limsup„_,^(^„/7„ < 0 or ^ |(^ „| < oo. 
Then limn_>oo a„ = 0. 
Lemma 1.2.3 [15]. Let {c„} and {fc„} be two real sequences of nonnegative num-
bers and satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) 0 < A;„ < 1 for n = 0,1,2,... and limsup„_^^ fc„ < 1; 
(ii) Cn+i < knCn for n = 0,1,2,.... 
Then the sequence {c^} converges to 0. 
Definition 1.2.24 [53]. Let C be a subset of H. Then proximal normal cone to C 
at X is given by 
iV5(x) = {UH:3p>0,xe Pc{x + p^)}, 
where Pc(3;) = {y € C : d{x,C) = \\x -y\\}, and d{x,C) = inf^edlx -u | | . 
We note that if C is convex then proximal normal cone reduces to usual normal 
cone. 
Definition 1.2.25 [53]. Let C be a nonconvex subset oi H. Then C is uniformly 
prox regular with respect to r if and only if for all x G C and for all 0 7^  ^ € NQ{X), 
one has 
i „ .^ . 1 M^ . , , 2 
,x~ x) <—-\\x-x\\% Vx G C 
Theorem 1.2.12 (Demi-closedness Principle) [15]. Assume that T is a non-
expansive self-mapping of a nonempty, closed and convex subset C of a real Hilbert 
space H. If T has a fixed point, then I — T is demi-closed; that is, whenever {xn} 
is a sequence in C converging weakly to some x eC and the sequence {(/ - T)a;„} 
converges strongly to some y, it follows that (/ - T)x = y, where / is the identity 
operator of H. 
Definition 1.2.26 [71]. Let C be a subset of a Banach space B. A mapping 
T : C -^ B* is called hemicontinuous if for any x G C, y G X and any sequence 
{tn} € R+, 
T{x -\- tny) -> Tx (weakly) as t„ ^ 0 and n ^ 00. 
10 
Theorem 1.2.13 [40]. Let T be a hemicontinuous monotone single valued operator 
with D{T) = H then T is a maximal monotone. 
Definition 1.2.27 [40]. A continuous and strictly increasing function (f): R+ ^ R+ 
is said to be weight function if ^ (0) = 0 and lim ^(^) = +oo. 
Definition 1.2.28 [18]. Let ^ : i?+ ->• i?+ be a weight function. A set valued 
mapping J : B -^ 2^* is said to be duality mapping of weight cj) if 
J{x) = {feB*:{x,f) = \\x\\.\\f\\, 11/11 = ^(IWI)}. 
A selection of the duality mapping J is a single valued mapping j : B -^ B* 
satisfying jx G J{x), for each x e B. Furthermore, if 0(||2;||) = ||x||, Vx € B, then 
J is called normalized duality mapping. 
Remark 1.2.7 [18]. li B — H, then normalized duality mapping J becomes 
identity mapping. 
Definition 1.2.29 [22]. A mapping T : B ^ B is said to be 
(i) accretive if Vx, y ^ B, there exists j[x — y) G J{x — y) such that 
{Tx-Ty,j{x-y))>Q-
(h) strongly accretive if Vx, y ^ B, there exists j{x -y) & J{x - y) such that 
{Tx-Ty,j{x-y)) > 0; 
(in) k-strongly accretive if Vx, y ^ B, there exists j{x-y) e J{x-y) and a constant 
A; > 0 such that 
{Tx~TyJ{x-y))>k\\x-y\\^ 
Remark 1.2.8. If J" is A;-strongly accretive, we have 
\\Tx-Ty\\>k\\x-y\\. 
T with the above condition is called k-expanding. Further, if fc = 1, T is called 
expanding. 
Definition 1.2.30 [22]. A set valued map T : D{T) C B ^  2^ is said to be 
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(i) accretive if Vx,y e D{T), u G T(x), v G r(y), there exists j{x-y) G J{x-y) 
such that 
{u-v,j(x-y)) >0; 
(ii) k-strongly accretive li'ix.y G £'(T), w G ^(2:), w G T'(?/), there exists j(a;—?/) G 
J{x — y) such that 
{u-v,j{x-y)) > kWu-vW^; 
(iii) m-accretive if T is accretive and (/ + //F)(5) = S for any fixed /i > 0, where 
/ the identity mapping on B. 
Definition 1.2.31 [71]. A Banach space B is called uniformly convex if for any 
e > 0, there exists a, S > 0, depending on e such that if ||x||- = ||y|| = 1 and 
|la:-y|| > e then |||(a; + y)|l <1~S. 
Example 1.2.5 [71]. Every Hilbert space is uniformly convex. ^ , 1 < p < 00, is 
uniformly convex. 
Definition 1.2.32 [18]. For t > 0, define 
p{t) = l- sup {\\x + ty\\ + \\x-ty\\-2). 
^ l|x||=||2/||=l 
A Banach space B is said to be uniformly smooth if lim ^  = 0. 
Definition 1.2.33 [71]. A nonempty subset C of a Banach space B is said to be 
convex cone if 
(i) C + C = C; 
(ii) AC C C, VA > 0. 
A cone C is said to be it pointed whenever C fl (-C) = {0}. 
Now, throughout, we assume that X and Y are two real Banach spaces, K is a. 
nonempty, closed and convex subset of X, C is a pointed, closed and convex cone in Y 
with intC 7^  0, where intC denotes the interior of C. Denote by L{X,Y), the space 
of all continuous linear mappings from X toY. For any given I e L{X,Y), x e X, 
let (/, x) denotes the value of / at x. 
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Definition 1.2.34 [87]. Let T : K -^ L(X,Y) and rj : K x K -^ X he two 
mappings. T is said to be rj-pseudomonotone if, for any x, y (E K, 
{Tx,r){y,^))>0=>{Ty,r]{x,y))<0. 
Example 1.2.6 [87]. Let X ^ R, K = R+, Y = R\ C = i?^, and Tx = 
( l i + tosx ) ' ''^^'^^ " °-^ ~ ( v ^ + 1)'> Vx,t/ G K. For all x,y G i^, 
_ / (1.5 + sina:)(0.5-(v^+l)2) \ 
" \ ( 1 . 5 + cosx)(0.5-(v^+l)2) ; - ^ 
implies y > 2{^/x + 1)^  > 2x. So, it follows that 
_f {L5 + smy)iQ.5-{^+m \ 
- V ( 1 . 5 + c o s y ) ( 0 . 5 - ( V y + l ) ' ) ; -
This shows that T is r/-pseudomonotone. 
Definition 1.2.35 [71]. A vector space X with vector topology T is a topological 
vector space. In brief, a topological vector space is a vector space X together with 
a Hausdorff topology for which the vector operations are continuous. 
Definition 1.2.36 [71]. A topological vector space X is said to be Hausdorffii for 
every pair Xi,X2 of distinct points of X, there exist disjoint neighbourhoods Ui, U2 
of Xi and X2 respectively. 
Definition 1.2.37 [71]. Let C be a nonempty subset of a Hausdorff topological 
space X. A mapping T : C -^ 2^ is said to be a KKM-mapping if for any finite 
m 
set {xi,X2, ...,Xn} C C, Co{xi,a;2, ...,Xn} C IJ T{xi), where Co denotes the convex 
hull of the set {a;i,X2,...,a:„}. 
Theorem 1.2.14 (KKM-Fan Theorem) [71]. Let C be a subset of a topological 
vector space X. Let T : C -> 2^ be a set valued mapping such that T{x) is closed 
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for each a; G C, and compact for atleast one x E X. If the convex hull of every finite 
n 
subset {xi,X2, •••iXn} of C is contained in the corresponding union |J T{xi), then 
n n^) + 0-
Definition 1.2.38 [3]. Let X and Y be two topological vector spaces and T : X ->• 
2^ be a set valued map. Then T is said to have the local intersection property if for 
each X G X with T{x) ^ 0, there exists an open neighbourhood N{x) of x such that 
n T{x)^i 
x£N(x) 
Definition 1.2.39 [3]. Let X and Y be two topological vector spaces. A set valued 
map T : X —>• 2^ is said to be transfer open valued if for any x E X, y E T(x) there 
ex'ists Si z E X such that y E intT(z), where intT(z) is the interior of T{z) in Y. 
Definition 1.2.40 [2]. Let Z he a. topological vector space and U a subset of Z. 
Let G : [ / - ) • 2^' be a set valued map and g : U -^ Z* a, single valued map. g is 
called a selection of G on C/ if g{x) E G{x), \fx E U. Furthermore, the function g is 
called a continuous selection oi G onU if it is continuous on U and a selection of G 
onU. 
Definition 1.2.41 [50]. Let X and Y be two Hausdorff topological vector spaces 
and let K a nonempty subset of X. A set valued mapping F : K ^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) upper semicontinuous at XQ E K if, for any open neighbourhood G inY with 
G D F{xo), there exists an open neighbourhood 0{xo) of XQ in K such that, 
for all X E 0{XQ),G D F{X); and upper semicontinuous on K if it is upper 
semicontinuous at every point of K; 
(ii) lower semicontinuous ai XQ E K if, for any open neighbourhood G in y with 
G n F(xo) 7^  0, there exists an open neighbourhood 0{XQ) of XQ in K such 
that, for all x E 0{XQ), G fl F{x) ^ 0; and lower semicontinuous on K if it is 
lower semicontinuous at every point of K. 
(iii) continuous ai XQE K if, it is upper semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous 
at XQ E K\ and continuous on K if it is continuous at every point of K. 
Lemma 1.2.4 [50]. Let K be a nonempty paracompact subset of a Hausdorff 
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topological space X and Z he a nonempty subset of a Hausdorff topological vector 
sp£ice Y. Suppose that S,T : K -^ 2^ are two set valued mappings with the 
following conditions: 
(i) for each xeX, CoS{x) C T(x); 
(ii) for each y ^ Z, S~^{y) = {x e K -.y ^ S{x)} is open. 
Then T has a continuous selection, i.e., there is a continuous map f : K ^ Z 
such that f{x) G T{x) for each x G K. 
Lemma 1.2.5 [50]. Let X, Y be two real Hausdorff topological vector spaces under 
(j-topology. Then the bihnear mapping (•, •) : L{X, Y) x X -^ Y is continuous on 
L{X,Y)xX. 
Lemma 1.2.6 [50]. Let W,Z be two Banach spaces. The set valued mapping 
G : ly —>• 2^ is continuous on W with convex compact values. If for each x ^W, 
mtG{x) ^ 0, then for each y^ e Z, the set \x ^W : y^ ^ \niG{x)'\ is open. 
Theorem 1.2.15 [3]. For each % ^ I, let Si.Ti \ K -^ 2^' be two set valued 
mappings. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) For each i € / and each x & K, Co(si(x)) C Ti{x) and Si{x) is nonempty; 
(ii) For each ie I, K = [j{mtK S^\xi) : Xi € Ki}; 
(iii) If K is not compact, assume that there exists a nonempty, compact and convex 
subset d of Ki and a nonempty and compact subset D oi K such that for 
each X e K\D there exists yi € Ci such that x G mtKS^^{yi). 
Then there exists x E K such that x G T{x) = [ ] Ti{x), that is, Xj e Ti(x) for 
each i G / , where Xi is the projection of x onto K^. 
Definition 1.2.42 [1]. A mapping is said to be completely continuous if it maps 
each weakly convergent sequence into a strongly convergent sequence. 
Theorem 1.2.16 [2]. Let A' be a nonempty and convex subset of a topological 
vector space (not necessarily Hausdorff) X and T : ii' -> 2^ be a set valued mapping. 
Assume that the following conditions hold: 
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(i) For all x ^ K, T{x) is convex; 
(ii) For each A € ^{K), where J^{K) is the family of finite subsets of K, and for 
all y G Co(^), T~^{y) n Co(^) is open in Co(^); 
(iii) For each A G J^{K) and all x,y e Co{A) and every net {xa}a&? in K con-
verging to X such that ty-\-{l-t)x ^ T{xa) for all a G T and for all t G [0,1], 
we have y ^ T{x); 
(iv) There exists a nonempty, closed and compact subset D oi K and an element 
y e D such that y G T(x) for all x G K \ D; 
(v) For all x G D, T{x) is nonempty. 
Then there exists x e K such that x G T{x). 
Lemma 1.2.7[24]. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hausdorff 
linear topological space E and let (p^xp : X x X ^ R he mappings satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) xp{x,y)<(^{x,y), yx,y e X,'ip{x,x) >0, \/x e X; 
(b) For each x & X, 0(x, y) is upper semicontinuous with respect to y; 
(c) For each y E X, the set {x G X : •0(a;, y) < 0} is convex; 
(d) There exists a nonempty and compact set if C X and XQ G ii' such that 
ilj{xQ,y)<0,\/yeX\K. 
Then, there exists y* E K such that (j){x,y*) > 0,Vx G X. 
Theorem 1.2.17 [24]. Let X be a complete metric space, T : X -)• CB{X) be a 
set valued mapping, where CB{X) denotes the family of all nonempty, bounded and 
closed subsets of X. Then for any given x,y e X, u e T{x), there exists v G T{y) 
such that 
d{u,v)<{l + e)'H{Tx,Ty), 
where ^( . , . ) is a Hausdorff metric on CB{X). 
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1.3. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES AND SYSTEMS OF VARIA-
TIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we give a brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities 
and systems of variational inequalities. 
Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 
a(-, •) : H X H -^ Rhe a bilinear form. 
Problem 1.3.1. For given f e H*, find x e K such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y-x), ^y e K. (1.3.1) 
The inequality (1.3.1) is termed as variational inequahty which characterizes the 
classical Signorini problem of elastostatistics, that is, the analysis of a linear elastic 
body in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investigated 
and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [51] by using the projection technique. 
If the bilinear form is continuous, then by Riesz-Prechet theorem, we have 
a{x,y) = {A{x),y), Mx^y^H, 
where A : if -)• if * is a continuous hnear operator. Then Problem 1.3.1 is equivalent 
to the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.2. Find x&K such that 
{A{xl y-x)>{f,y- x), Vy G K. (1.3.2) 
If / = 0 G if*, then (1.3.2) reduces to the following classical variational in-
equahty problem: 
Problem 1.3.3. Find x E K such that 
{A{x),y-x)>0,yyeK. (1.3.3) 
In the variational inequality formulation, the underlying convex set K does not 
depend upon the solution. In many important applications, the convex set K also 
depends implicitly on the solution. In this case, variational inequality (1.3.1) is 
known as quasi-variational inequality which arises in the study of impulse control 
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theory and decision science, see for example [11,12]. Quasi-variational inequality 
was introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goiu:sat and Lions [10]. To be more 
precise, given a set valued mapping K : x ^ K{x), which associates a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset K{x) of H for each x ^ H, a. typical quasi-variational 
inequality problem is: 
Problem 1.3.4. Find x G K{x) such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y-x), ^y e K{x). ' (1.3.4) 
In many important apphcations, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [7], Ben-
soussan and Lions [11] and Mosco [52], the underlying set K{x) is of the following 
form: 
Kix) ^C^m{x), 
where m : H ^ H is a. nonlinear mapping and C is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset in H. Note that if the m is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.4 is same as 
Problem 1.3.1. 
Duvaut and Lions [25] investigated the following variational inequahty problem 
with friction: 
Problem 1.3.5. For / e H*, find xG K such that 
aix, y-x) + <j){y) - (}){x) >{f,y- x), \/y E K, (1.3.5) 
where (f): H -^ i?U {+00} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.5 characterizes the classical Signorini problem with frictional force. The 
existence of its solution has been proved by Glowinski et al. [35] and Necas et al. 
The complete study of boundary value problem arising in the formulation of 
Signorini problem with friction is an interesting problem both in mechanics and 
mathematical points of view. A generalization of the Problem 1.3.5 is the following: 
P:roblem 1.3.6. Given f e H*, find xeK such that 
a{x,y-x) + b{x, y) - 6(x, x) > (/, y - x), Vy G K, (1.3.6) 
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where b : H x H -^ R is an appropriate nonlinear form. This type of problems 
have been studied in Duvaut and Lions [25], Kikuchi and Oden [46], Noor [60]. 
The Problem 1.3.6 characterizes the fluid flow through porous media and Signorini 
problems with non-local frictions. For physical and mathematical formulation of the 
inequality (1.3.6), see for example Oden and Pires [66]. For related work, see also 
Baiocchi and Capelo [7] and Crank [20]. 
In 1975, Noor [59] extended the Problem 1.3.1 to study a class of mildly nonhn-
ear elliptic boundary value problems having constraints. Given nonlinear operators 
T, A : H ^  H*, Noor [59] considered the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.7. Find x e K such that 
{Tix),y-x)>{A{x],y-x), Vy E K. (1.3.7) 
Then inequahty (1.3.7) is known as mildly nonlinear variational inequality. 
We note that the above mentioned classes of variational and quasi-variational 
inequalities are apphcable in the study the boundary value problems of even order 
only. In 1988, Noor [61] introduced and studied the following variational inequality 
problem which characterizes the odd order boundary value problems: 
Problem 1.3.8. Find x e H such that g{x) € K and 
{T(x),giy) - g{x]) > 0, Vgiy) € K, (1.3.8) 
where T,g : H -^ H. Problem 1.3.8 is called general variational inequality problem. 
Let T,A,S:H-^2^he two set valued mappings; let g : H ^ H he a. single 
valued mapping; let K : H ^  2^ he a set valued mapping such that for each x E H, 
K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Let N: HxHxH^Hhe 
a nonlinear single valued mapping, the following problem is considered and studied 
by Noor [64]: 
Problem 1.3.9. Find x EH,ue T{x),v G A{x),w G S{x) such that g{x) E K{x) 
and 
{N{u,v,w),y-g{x))>0, \fy e K{x). (1.3.9) 
Similar to Problem (1.3.9) was introduced and studied by Kazmi and Khan [45]. 
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The variational-like inequality is one of the most important generahzations of 
variational inequaUty, which was initially studied by Parida et al. \^^\ in 1989. 
These inequaUties arise in study of nonconvex mathematical programming problem. 
Let T : H -^ H and T] : H x H ^ H he single valued mappings. 
Problem 1.3.10. Find x^K CH such that 
{T{x),rj{y,x))>0, yyeK. (1.3.10) 
Variational inequality (1.3.10) is called variational-like inequality and has been con-
sidered and studied by Parida et al. [69] in R^. It is further studied by Yang and 
Chen [81] in the study of economic equilibrium problems. 
Problem 1.3.11. Find x e K such that 
{TixUiy, x)) > 0(x) - 0(y), Vy G K, (1.3.11) 
where (j) : K ^ R. Problem 1.3.11 has been considered and studied by Dien [23] 
in i?". For further study of various important generalizations of variational-like 
inequalities, see for example Kazmi [42-44] and Yao [82] and the references cited 
therein. 
Vector variational inequality is another important generahzation of variational 
inequality which has been introduced and studied by Giannessi [30]. These inequali-
ties have emerged as a powerful tool for a wide class of vector optimization problems 
and vector equilibrium problems, see [21,31,33]. 
Let C C y be a cone such that int C 7^  0. Then the vector variational inequahty 
problem [30] is: 
Problem 1.3.12. Find xeK such that 
{T{x),y~x) ^ C\{0}, for all y e K, (1.3.12) 
where {T{x),y) denotes the evolution of the linear operator T{x) at y. Hence 
(T(x),.) e Y. For other classes of vector variational inequaUties and their ap-
plications, see [21,30,31,33]. 
Now, we give some classes of systems of variational inequalities problems: 
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Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space H and T : 
K ^ H he a, nonlinear mapping on K. 
Problem 1.3.14. Find Xx,X2 & K such that 
{piT{x2) + xi-X2,x~xi) >0, \fx e K, 
(1.3.14) 
{p2T{xi) +X2-xi,x ~ X2) >0, Vx € K, 
where pi,p2 > 0 are some constants. Problem (1.3.14) is called system of variational 
inequahties which has been introduced and studied by Verma [76,77]. 
Let Ti,T2 : if —>• -ff be single valued mappings and (t)\,(j)2'- H ^ R[J {+00} be 
proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functions. 
Problem 1.3.15. Find {x\,x*2) eH x H such that 
f {piTix*2 + piSixl + xl-x*2,x- xl) > piMxl) - pi0i(x), Vx eH, ,^^ j ^ . 
{ {P2T2XI + P2S2XI +xl-xl,x- xl) > Pihixl) - p2Mx), ^xeH. ^ • • ^ 
where pi > 0, (z = 1,2) are constants. Problem 1.3.15 has been studied by Peng 
and Luo [70]. 
For each i = 1,2, let Hi be a Hilbert space; Fi : Hi x H2 -> Hi, rrii : Hi —)• Hi 
be nonlinear mappings; 50^ be a subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semi-
continuous functional (pi : Hi ^ R; bi : Hi x Hi ^ Ri he a. bifunction, which is not 
necessarily differentiable, and Ai : Hi -)• CB{Hi), Ti : H2 -> CB{H2) be set valued 
mappings. 
Problem 1.3.16. Find (xi,X2) G if 1 x if2 such that 
(Fi(xi,X2),x-Xi) > 0, Vx e fii, 
(1.3.16) 
(F2(Xi,X2),t/-X2) > 0 , Vj/eff2-
The system of variational inequalities (1.3.16) involving set valued mappings has 
been introduced and studied by Kassay et al. [41]. 
Problem 1.3.17. Find (xi,X2) € if 1 x if2 such that 
(Fi(xi, X2), X - xi)i + (/3i(x) - 9?i(xi) > 0, Vx G Hi, 
(1.3.17) 
(^2(3^1,3:2), y - 2:2)2 + H>2{y) - (/'2(a;2) > 0, Vy G if2. 
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Problem 1.3.17 is called system of variational inclusions, which has been introduced 
and studied by Cho et al. [17]. 
Problem 1.3.18. Find (xi,a;2) ^ Hi x H2 such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),yi ~ xi)i + bi(xi,yi) - bi(xi,xi) > 0, Vyi G Hi, 
(1.3.18) 
{F2{xi,X2),y2 - X2))2 + b2{x2,y2) - b2{x2,X2) > 0, Vy2 eH2. 
Similar to Problem 1.3.18 has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Khan [45]. 
Problem 1.3.19. Find (xi,a;2) & Hi x H2, Ui G Ti(xi), U2 G T'2(a;2), Vi ^ 
A](xi), V2 € A2{x2), V(yi,y2) & Hi x H2, such that 
{Fi{ui,vi),mi{yi) - mi{xi))i + bi{xi,mi{yi)) - bi{xi,mi{xi)) > 0, 
{F2iu2,V2),m2{y2) - m2{x2))2 + b2{x2,m2{y2)) - b2{x2,m2{x2)) > 0. (1.3.19) 
Similar to Problem 1.3.19 has been introduced and studied by Wang et al. [79] in 
the setting of Banach space. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS OF 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we use some fixed point theorems, KKM-Fan lemma and mini-
max theorems to study the existence theory of some systems of variational inequali-
ties considered by Ansari et al. [2,3], Kassay and Kolumban [41], Zhao and Xia [87], 
and Lin [50]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section 2.2, we study the existence theorems for a system of variational in-
equalities considered by Ansari and Yao [3] in topological vector spaces. In Section 
2.3, we consider a variational inequalities over product of sets and system of varia-
tional inequalities, and their set valued versions in topological vector spaces. Using 
fixed point theorems, we study the some existence theorems [2] for these problems. 
In Section 2.4, we consider a system of set valued variational inequalities considered 
by Kassay and Kolumban [41] in Banach spaces. We study some existence theorems 
for the system by using KKM-Fan lemma. In Section 2.5, we consider a system of 
vector variational-like inequalities [87] and a system of vector quasi-variational-Hke 
inequaUties [50] and study some existence theorems for these systems. 
2.2. SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Let / be an index set and for each i € /, let Xi be a Hausdorff topological vector 
space with its topological dual X*. Let {Ki}i^i be a family of nonempty convex 
subsets with each Ki in Xi. Let K = l\ Ki, K^ = Y[ Kj and X = YlXi. For 
each i G I, let Ai : K ^ X* be a given function. We consider the following system 
of variational inequalities (in short, SVI) [3]: 
Find X = {xi, x*) G K such that for each i G /, 
{Ai{x),yi-Xi)>0, yyieKi. (2.2.1) 
The following theorem gives the existence of solution for SVI (2.2.1). 
Theorem 2.2.1 [3]. For each z G /, let Ai be a function defined on K into X*. 
Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) For each i E I, Ai is upper semicontinuous on K; 
(ii) There exists a family {gi}iei of real valued functions defined on K x Ki such 
that 
(a) for each i € /, {Ai{x),yi — Xi) <0 imply gi{x,yi) < 0, for all x G K and 
^i) Hi £ A j , 
(b) for each z G / and all x E K, Xi G Ki, gi{x, xi) > 0; 
(iii) If K is not compact, assume that there exists a nonempty compact convex 
subset Ci of Ki and a nonempty compact subset D oi K such that for each 
X E K\D there exists yi G Ci such that {Ai{x),yi — Xi) < 0. 
Then there exists a solution x E K oi SVI (2.2.1). 
2.3. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES OVER PRODUCT OF SETS 
J.P. Aubin mentioned in his book [5] that the Nash equilibrium problem [56,57] 
for differentiable functions can be formulated in the form of a variational inequality 
problem over product of sets. A number of problems arising in operation research, 
economics, game theory, mathematical physics and other areas can also be uniformly 
modelled as a variational inequality problem over product of sets, see for example 
[27,55,68] and references therein. In 1984, Pang [68] decomposed the original varia-
tional inequality problem defined on the product of sets into a system of variational 
inequahties, which is easy to solve, to establish some solution methods for varia-
tional inequality problem over product of sets. Later it was found that these two 
problems are equivalent. For the recent work on variational inequahties problem 
over product of sets, we refer to see [1,2,4,48]. 
In this section, some existence theorems due to [2] for variational inequaUty 
problem over product of sets and system of variational inequahties are given. 
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Let 7 be a finite index set, that is, / = {1,2, ...,n}. For each i e I, let Xi be 
a topological vector space with its dual X* , Ki a nonempty and convex subset of 
Xj, K = Hjg/A'j, X = Ui^jXi and X* = Ui^iXi*. We denote by (•,•) the paring 
between X^ and Xi. For each z G / , when Xi is a normed space, its norm is denoted 
by II • ||i and the product norm on X will be denoted by || • ||. For each x E X, 
we write x = {xi)iQi, where Xi € Xi, that is, for each x ^ X ,Xi ^ Xi denotes the 
i'^ component of x. For each i ^ I, let fi : K -^ X* be a nonlinear mapping. We 
consider the following variational inequaUty problem over product of sets (in short, 
VJPPS) [2]: 
Find X e K such that 
J^{fi{x),yi - Xi) > 0, Vt/i eKi,ie I. (2.3.1) 
Of course, if we define the mapping f : K -> X* hj 
fix) = {fi{x))ia, (2.3.2) 
then VIPPS (2.3.1) can be equivalently re-written as the usual variational inequahty 
problem of finding x E. K such that 
{fix),y-x)>0, \/yeK. 
We also consider the following system of variational inequalities (SVI): 
Find X E X such that for each i € / , 
{fi{x),yi-Xi)>0, \/yieKi. (2.3.3) 
It is to see that VIPPS (2.3.1) and SVI (2.3.3) are equivalent. Indeed (2.3.3) 
imphes (2.3.1) is obvious. The reverse application holds if we let yj = Xj for all 
J --^ i-
For each i E I, when / , and / are set valued mappings, then (2.3.1) and 
(2.3.3) are called generalized variational inequahty problem over product of sets (in 
short, GVIPPS) and system of generalized variational inequaHties (in short, SGVI), 
respectively. More precisely, for each i E I, let Fi : K -^ 2^* be a set valued 
mapping with nonempty values so that if we set 
F = iFi:ie I), (2.3.4) 
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then F : K -^ 2-^* is a set valued mapping with nonempty values. We also consider 
the following problems: 
Find X ^  K and u G F{x) such that 
^{ui,Vi - Xi) > 0, V?/i eKi,iE /, (2.3.5) 
where Ui is the i^^ component of u. 
Find X e K and u G F(x) such that 
{ui,yi-xi)>0, yyieKi,ieI, (2.3.6) 
where Ui is the z**^  component of u. As in the single valued case, it is easy to see 
that GVIPPS (2.3.5) and SGVI (2.3.6) are equivalent. 
Definition 2.3.1 [2]. The mapping f : K ^ X*, defined by (2.3.2), is said to 
be relatively B-pseudomonotone (respectively, relatively demimonotone) if for each 
X ^ K and every net {x"}aGr in K converging to x (respectively, weakly to x) with 
i€l 
we have 
liminf[y](/i(x"),Xi-Xi")]>0, 
X^(/i(a;),?/i - Xi) > limsup[^(/i(a;"),yi - Xi"")], Vy G K. 
iGl " iel 
Remark 2.3.1 [2]. If / is a singleton set, then the above definition reduces to 
the definition of a pseudomonotone mapping, introduced by Brezis [13] (see also [5, 
p.410]). 
Now we give some results on the existence of a solution of VIPPS (2.3.1). 
Theorem 2.3.1 [2]. For each i £ I, let Ki be a nonempty and convex subset of a real 
topological vector space (not necessarily, Hausdorff) Xj. Let / , defined by (2.3.2), 
be relatively jB-pseudomonotone such that for each A G F{K), x i->- '^{fi{x),yi-Xi) 
is upper semicontinuous on Co(^). Assume that there exists a nonempty, closed 
and compact subset D of K and an element y E D such that for all x € K\D, 
Y.{fi{x), Vi - Xi) < 0. Then VIPPS (2.3.1) has a solution. 
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Theorem 2.3.2 [2]. For each i E I, let Ki be a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of a real reflexive Banach space Xi. Let / , defined by (2.3.2), be relatively 
demimonotone such that for each A G F(K), x >->• ^{fi{x),yi — Xi) is upper semi-
continuous on Co (A). Assume that there exists y E K such that 
hm T{fi{x), yi-Xi)<0. (2.3.7) 
i&I 
Then VIPPS (2.3.1) has a solution. 
Proof. Let a = lim E(/i(^)> Vi - ^i) < 0- Then by (2.3.7), a < 0. Let 
\\x\\-yoo,xeK i^j 
r > 0 be such that ||y|l < r and Y^{fi{x),yi - Xj) < | for a\\ x ^ K with ||a;|| > r. 
iei 
FoT each i ^ I, let K^ = {xi e Ki : \\xi\\ <r} and we denote by i^ '" = H ^I- Then 
iei 
K'' is a nonempty and weakly compact subset of K. Note that for any x £ K\K'', 
Y.{fi{^)^yi - a^ i) < f < 0, and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3.1. 
ieJ' 
As an apphcation of Theorem 2.3.2, we have the existence of a coincidence point 
for two famihes of nonlinear operators. 
Theorem 2.3.3 [2]. For each z e 7, let Xi be a real Banach space. Let f,g : X -^ 
Xi* be defined as f{x) = {fi{x))ia and g{x) = (gi{x))i^i, respectively, for all x e X 
where for each z e /, Qi : X ^ Xi* is a nonlinear operator. Assume that (/ — g) 
is relatively demimonotone and for each A G F{X), x i-> ^{fi{x)^yi — Xi) is upper 
semicontinuous on Co(yl). Further assume that there exists y £ X such that 
||x||->-oo,a;GX ''—' 
iel 
Then there exists x € X such that fi{x) = gi{x) for each i € / . 
Proof. From the Theorem 2.3.2, there exists x e X such that for each i € I, 
{fi{x),yi - Xi) > {gi{x),yi - Xi)\'iyi e X^. 
Therefore, we have fi{x) — gi{x) for each iel. 
Finally, we give another application of Theorem 2.3.2 in the setting of Hilbert 
spaces. 
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Theorem 2.3.4 [2]. For each i ^ I, let (Xi{-,-)) be a real Hilbert space and 
Ki a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Xi. Let / , defined by (2.3.2), be 
relatively demimonotone such that for each A G F(K), x M- YlUii.^)^yi ~ ^i) is 
lower semicontinuous on Co {A). Assume that there exists y £ K such that 
i&I 
Then there exists x ^ K such that for each i G / , fi{x) = Xj. 
Proof. For each z € / , define a nonlinear operator Si : K ^ Xi by Si{x) — Xi — fi{x) 
foj: all X € K. Then obviously, for each i € I, Si satisfies all the conditions of 
Theorem 2.3.2. Hence, there exists x & K such that for each i G / , {Si{x),yi—Xi) > 0 
for all yi ^ Ki. For each i G / , let yi = fi{x), we have ||xi — /i(x)| | < 0. Therefore, 
for each i e I, fi{x) = Xi. 
Definition 2.3.2 [2]. The set valued mapping F : K ^ 2^\ defined by (2.3.4), 
is said to be relatively B-pseudomonotone (respectively, relatively demimonotone) if 
for each x G K and every net {x°'}aeT in K converging to x (respectively, weakly 
to x) with 
l iminf[y"« ,a ; i - x^")] > 0; V < G F(x«), 
iei 
we have for all Ui G Fi(x) 
^{ui,yi - Xi) > l imsup[^«,? / i - Xi"")], V< G F(x").and y e K. 
iei " ie/ 
It follows from (2.3.2) and (2.3.4) that ii f : K ^ X\ defined by (2.3.2), is a 
selection oi F : K ^2^\ defined by (2.3.4), then for each i G / , /j : /C ->• X/ is a 
selection oiFi'.K^ 2^* on K. 
Lemma 2.3.1 [2]. If / : i^ ^ X\ defined by (2.3.2), is a selection oiF:K-^2^\ 
defined by (2.3.4), on K, then every solution of VIPPS (2.3.1) is a solution of 
GVIPPS (2.3.5). 
Proof. Assume that x G K is a solution of VIPPS (2.3.1). Then 
Y^{ui,yi - Xi) > 0; Vt/i e Ki, ie I. 
iei 
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Let Ui — fi{x), so that u = f{x). Since / is a solution of F, we have u e F{x) such 
that 
^{Ui, Vi - Xi) > 0; Vj/i eKi, ie I. 
Hence, {x,u) is a solution of GVIPPS (2.3.5). 
Lemma 2.3.2 [2]. Let f : K ^ X*, defined by (2.3.2), be a selection of a set 
valued mapping F : K -^ 2^*, defined by (2.3.4), on K. If F is relatively B-
pseudomonotone (respectively, relatively demimonotone), then / is also relatively 
5-pseudomonotone (respectively, relatively demimonotone). 
Proof. Let Ui = fi{x) and uf = fi{x°') for all x e K so that u = f{x) and 
u" = /(x"). Then the result follows from the definitions. 
In the remaining part of the section, we shall assume that the pairing (•, •) is 
continuous. 
Theorem 2.3.5 [2]. For each z 6 /, let Ki be a nonempty and convex subset of a 
real topological vector space (not necessarily, Hausdorff) Xj. Assume that 
(i) F : K -^ 2-^ *, defined by (2.3.4), is a relatively B-pseudomonotone set valued 
mapping; 
(ii) there exists a continuous selection f : K ^ X*, defined by (2.3.2), of F on K; 
(iii) there exists a nonempty, closed and compact subset D oi K and an element 
y ^D such that for all x € K\D, Yl{fi{x),yi - Xi) < 0. 
Then GVIPPS (2.3.5) has a solution. 
Proof. Prom condition (ii), there exists a continuous function f : K -^ X* such 
that f{x) G F{x) for all x e K. Since the pairing (•, •) is continuous, we have the 
map X ^-^ Yl{fii^)^yi ~ ^i) is continuous on K. By Lemma 2.3.2, / is relatively 
iG/ 
5-pseudomonotone. Therefore by Theorem 2.3.1, there exists a solution x e K oi 
(2.3.1). For each i G /, let Ui = fi{x) € Fi{x). Then by Lemma 2.3.1, (X,M) is a 
solution of GVIPPS (2.3.5). 
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Theorem 2.3.6 [2]. For each z G /, let Ki be a nonempty and convex subset of a 
real reflexive Banach space Xi. Assume that 
(i) F : K ^ 2^*, defined by (2.3.4), is a relatively demimonotone set valued 
mapping; 
(ii) there exists a continuous selection f : K ^ X*, defined by (2.3.2), of F on K; 
(iii) there exists y & K such that 
\\x\\-^oo,x€K ^ 
Then GVIPPS (2.3.5) has a solution. 
Proof. It follows by using the arguments of Theorem 2.3.5 and Theorem 2.3.2. 
2.4. SYSTEM OF SET VALUED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Let X and Y be two reflexive real Banach spaces and let ^ C X, B C Y 
be nonempty, closed and convex sets. Denote by X* and Y* the dual spaces of 
X and Y respectively. Consider two set valued mappings F : A x B -^ 2^* and 
G : A X S -)• 2^*. We consider the following system of set valued variational 
inequalities (in short, SSVI) [41]: Find (a, 6) G A x 5 such that 
sup (lo, X - a) > 0; "ix e A (2.4.1) 
w&F{a,b) 
and 
sup (z ,y-6>>0; yyeB. (2.4.2) 
xeG(a,b) 
Remark 2.4.1 [41]. The idea of considering SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) is originated in the 
following problem known as existence of Nash equilibrium point. Let Ki,..., /f„, (n > 
2) be nonempty sets, and fi'.KiX ... x Kn-^ R {i = 1,2,..., n) be given functions. 
A point (xi, ...,Xn) e Ki X ... x Kn is called a Nash equilibrium point if 
Ji[Xi, ...,Xi, ...,Xn) S Ji\Xl, ••.,yi, ...,Xji)', vyi G Ki 
holds for i = i,2,...,n. 
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Definition 2.4.1 [41]. Let X be a nonempty subset of a Banach space B. The 
operator T : K ^ X* is called pseudomonotone if for every net {xa} converging 
weakly to the element x such that 
limsup(r(j;a),a;a — x) <0, 
a 
we also have 
{T{x),x- z) < \immi{T{xa),Xa - z), Mz^K. 
a 
We have the following Minty-type lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.1 [41]. Let /C be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B, 
let T : K -^ 2^* be a set valued mapping such that each T{x) is a weak* compact 
subset of B* and let T be upper semicontinuous from the line segments in K to the 
weak* topology of B*. Then ioi y E. K the inequality 
inf (u, X — y) > 0, Vx G K 
implies 
sup {w, X — y) >Q, yx E K. 
w£T{y) 
In order to establish an existence result for SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2), we consider the 
following auxihary problem (in short, AP): Find (a, 6) G yl x B such that 
and 
inf {u, X - a) > 0, ^x e A, (2.4.3) 
ueF(x,6) 
inf {v,y-b) > 0, Vy € 5 . (2.4.4) 
v€G{a,y) 
The following result shows that SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) and system (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) 
both have the same solution set 
Theorem 2.4.1 [41]. Suppose that for every x E A and y e B the mappings 
F{.,y) : A -> 2^* and G{x,.) : B -^ 2^' are monotone and upper semicontinuous 
from the line segments in A (respectively, B) to the weak topology of X* (respec-
tively, Y*). Then SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) and AP (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) both are equivalent, 
namely they have the same set of solutions. 
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Proof. Suppose first that the pair {a,b) eAxB is & solution of SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2). 
Fix X e A. Observe by reflexivity, the weak and weak* topologies of X* (and Y*) 
coincide. Since F{a, b) is weakly compact, there exists u G F{a, b) such that 
(u, X — a) = sup {w, X — a) >0. 
•weF(a,b) 
By the monotonicity of F(., b) we also have 
{u,x~a) >0; yueF{x,b), 
and so (2.4.3) holds. A similar argument shows that (2.4.4) also holds by using the 
monotonicity of G(a,.). 
The reverse implication, i.e., each solution of AP (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) is also a solution 
of SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) follows by Lemma 2.4.1 by applying it first to the mapping 
F{., b) and then to mapping G{a,.). 
To establish the existence result for SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2), the following weak 
continuity condition is needed. 
Condition (C). Let x G A and y ^ B he fixed. We say that the mapping pair 
F{x,.) : 5 -> 2^* and G{.,y) : A -)• 2^* satisfies condition (C) if for every nets {OQ} 
and {ba} converging weakly to the elements a and b respectively, where aa,a G A 
and ba, b E B, and for each Ua G F{x, ba) and Va G G{aa, y) such that Ua converges 
weakly to w G F{x, b) and Va converges weakly to u G G(o, y), we have 
{% a) + (i;, b) < limsup[(tXa, a^) + {va, ba)]. 
a 
The following theorem gives the existence of solution of SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2). 
Theorem 2.4.2 [41]. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every x e A and y G B the mappings F{.,y) : A ^ 2^* and G{x,.) : 
B —>• 2^* are monotone and upper semicontinuous from the line segments in 
A (respectively, B) to the weak topology of X* (respectively, Y*); 
(n) For each x e A and y G 5 the mappings F{x,.) : 5 -)• 2^' and G{.,y) : A -> 
2^* are weakly lower semicontinuous and satisfy condition (C); 
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(iii) For each x E^ A and y E B the sets F{x, y) and G{x, y) are weakly compact 
subsets oi X*; 
(iv) There exists CCA and D C B bounded sets, and XQ EC, yo E D such that 
sup {u,xo-x)+ sup {v,yo-y) <0, y(x,y) e {AxB)\(CxD). (2.4.5) 
ueF{x,y) veG{x,y) 
Then SSVI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) has a solution. If in addition F{a,b) and G{a,b) are 
convex sets, then there exist u e F(a, b) and ?) € G(a, b) such that 
(u ,x -a ) >0, Vxe A (2.4.6) 
and 
( t ; ,y -6)>0 , VyeB. (2.4.7) 
The following result is deduced from Theorem 2.4.2. 
Theorem 2.4.3 [41]. Let X and Y be reflexive (real) Banach space, and A C 
X,B CY he bounded closed sets. Suppose T : A -^ B is a, compact operator and 
F : Ax B ^ 2^* satisfies the following assertions: 
(i) For each y E B, the mapping F{.,y) : A -^ 2^* monotone and upper semicon-
tinuous from the line segments in A to the weak topology of X*; 
(ii) For each x E A, the mapping F[x,.) : B ^ 2^* is weakly lower semicontinuous 
and satisfies the following property: if {6a} is a net converging strongly to the 
element b G B and Ua G F(x, ba) is a net converging weakly to the element 
u € F{x,b), then there exists a subnet {UQ.} converging strongly to u; 
(iii) For each {x,y) E Ax B, the set F{x,y) is a weakly compact, convex subset 
oiX*. 
Then there exist aE A and u E F{a, T{a)) such that 
{u, x-a)>0, \/XEA. (2.4.8) 
Further it is observed that the Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be easily 
deduced from Theorem 2.4.3. 
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Theorem 2.4.4 [41]. Let K he a convex compact subset of i?" and let f : K ^ K 
be continuous. Then / admits a fixed point. 
Proof. Take F : K x K ^ RJ" given by F{x,y) := x - f{y). Then by Theorem 
2.4.3, for T the identity operator, one obtains the existence of an element a ^ K 
such that 
(F(a,a) ,x-a) = {a- f{a),x-a) >0, Vx G K 
If we put X := /(a) G K, the latter reduces to a = f{a). 
2.5. SYSTEM OF VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
Throughout the section, we assume that X and E are two real reflexive Banach 
spaces, Y and F are two real Banach spaces, Ac X and B C. E are two nonempty, 
bounded, closed and convex sets, C CY and P C F are two pointed, closed and 
convex cones with intC 7^  0 and with intP 7^  0. Let T : A x B -^ L{X,Y), S : 
AxB ^ L{E, F),rji -.AxA^X and r]2: BxB -^ Ehe four mappings. Consider 
the following system of vector variational-like inequalities (in short, SWLI) [87]: 
Find {a*,b*) eAxB such that 
r {T{a*,b*)Ma,a*)) >=c 0, Va G A . 
\ {S{a*,b*),ri2ib,b*))>=pQ, MbeB, ^^•^•'> 
and find {a*,b*) e Ax B such that 
r {T{a,b*)Ma\a)) <=c 0, Va G A . . . .^ 
\ {Sia*,b)Mb\b))<=pO, \/beB. ^^ "^ -^ ^ 
Definition 2.5.1 [87]. A mapping T : K ^ L{X,Y) is said to be properly qua-
simonotone of Stampacchia type if for all m ^ N, for all vectors Ui, U2,..., fm G K, 
m m 
and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2,..., m with ^ Aj = 1 and u = X] -^ J'^ J^J (^^J •Ui — W) > 0 
i=l i=l 
holds for some i. T is said to be properly quasimonotone of Minty type if for all 
m 
vectors Vi^V2,...^Vm G iC, and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2,...,m with ^ A j = 1 and 
m 
li = ^ AjUj, I^Tvi^ Vi — u)>0 holds for some i. 
Definition 2.5.2 [87]. Let T : K ^ L{X,Y) and rj : K X K -^ X he two 
mappings. T is said to be properly r]-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type if for all 
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m ^ N, for all vectors Vi,V2,...,Vm ^ K, and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2,...,m with 
m m 
YJK = 1 and u = ^XiVi, {Tu,r}{vi,u)) > 0 holds for some i. T is said to be 
i=l i=l 
properly rj-quasimonotone of Minty type if for all vectors Vi,V2, ...,Vm € K, and 
m m 
scalars Aj > 0, z = 1,2, ...,m with ^ A j = 1 and u = ^Aj'yi, .{Tvi,r}{u,Vi)) < 0 
holds for some i. 
Example 2.5.1 [87]. Let X = R, K = R+, Y = R^, C = Rl, and 
Tx = f ^3 j , rj{y, x) = y-{x- x'^), Vx, y G K. 
We assert that T is properly ?7-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type. Suppose to the 
contrary that there exists xi e K, i = 1,2, ...,m and U > 0, i = 1,2, ...,m with 
m m 
YliU — 1 and x = Y^ tiXi such that 
1=1 1=1 
{Tx, r]{xi, x)) > 0, i = l,2,..., m. 
which is a contradiction since x'^{xi — x + x^) > 0 and x^{xi — x-\-xP') > 0 for atleast 
one i. Hence T is properly ry-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type. 
Similarly, we can prove T is also properly 7?-quasimonotone of Minty type. 
Lemma 2.5.1 [87]. LetT : K ^ L{X,Y) and rj: K x K -^ X he two mappings. 
Suppose that T is 7y-pseudomonotone and properly r/-quasimonotone of Stampacchia 
type. Then T is properly jy-quasimonotone of Minty type. 
We have the following existence theorems. 
Theorem 2.5.1 [87]. LetT : AxB -^ L{X,Y), S : AxB -^ L{E,F),rji -.AxA-^ 
X and r]2 : B X B -^ E he four mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For all {u,v) e Ax B, r]i{u,u) = rj2{v,v) — 0; 
(ii) For any given {a,b) G A x B, T{.,b) is properly 771-quasimonotone of Minty 
type and S{a,. is properly ry2-quasimonotone of Minty type; 
(iii For any given (a, 6) G Ax B, {T{a,.),T]i{.,a)) is continuous from the weak 
topology of E X X to the norm topology of Y and {S{., b), T}2{., b)) is continuous 
from the weak topology of X x E to the norm topology of F. 
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Then SVVLI (2.5.2) is solvable. 
Theorem 2.5.2 [87]. LetT : AxB -^ L{X,Y), S : AxB -¥ L{E,F),r]i -.AxA-^ 
X and r)2 : B X B -^ Ehe four mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any given (a, 6) ^ Ax B, the mappings u h^ {T{u,b),r]i{a,u)) and v ^ 
{S{a,v),r]2{b,v)) are hemicontinuous; 
(ii) For any given {a,b) e A x B, T{.,b) is ryi-pseudomonotone and S{a,.) is 7/2-
pseudomonotone; 
(iii) For any given (a, b) e Ax B, the mappings u i-> rji{u, a) and v H-4- r)2{v, b) are 
affine and r]i{u,u) = rj2{v,v) = 0 for all {u,v) e Ax B; 
(iv) For any given (a, 6) e Ax B, T{.,b) is properly ryi-quasimonotone of Stam-
pacchia type and S{a,.) is properly 7^2-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type; 
(v) For any given {a,b) G Ax B, {T{a,.),T]i{.,a)) is continuous from the weak 
topology of £^  X X to the norm topology of Y and {S{., b),r]2{., b)) is continuous 
from the weak topology of X x E to the norm topology of F. 
Then SVVLI (2.5.1) is solvable. 
If r}i(x,y) = X — y iox all x,y ^ A and i]2{u,v) = u — v fov all u,v G B, then 
Theorems 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 reduce to the following results. 
Theorem 2.5.3 [87]. T:AxB^ L{X, Y),S:AxB^ L{E, F) be two mappings 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any given {a,b) € A x B, T{.,b) and S{a,.) are properly quasimonotone 
of Minty type; 
(ii) For any given {a,b) E. A x B and {u,v) E X x E, {T{a, .),u) is continuous 
from the weak topology of E to the norm topology of Y and {S{.,b),v) is 
continuous from the weak topology of X to the norm topology of F. 
Then there exists {a*,b*) E Ax B such that 
r {T{a,b*),a-a*)<=cO, ^x E A, 
1 {S{a*,b),b-b*)<^pO, \/yEB. 
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Theorem 2.5.4 [87]. T:AxB-^ L{X, Y),S -.AxB^ L{E, F) be two mappings 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any given (a, b) e A x B, the mappings u i->- (T{u, b), a — u) and v »-> 
(5(0, v),b — v) are hemicontinuous; 
(ii) For any given (a, 6) G ^  x B, T(.,6) and (a,.) are pseudomonotone; 
(iii) For any given (a,6) G A x B, T{.,h) and (a,.) are properly'quasimonotone of 
Stampacchia type; 
(jv) For any given (a, 6) £ Ax B and (w, f) e X x E, {T{a, .),u) is continuous 
from the weak topology of E to the norm topology of Y and {S{.,b),v) is 
continuous from the weak topology of X to the norm topology of F. 
Then there exists (a*, b*) e Ax B such that 
r ( r (a* ,6*) ,a -a*)>^cO, Vx e ^ 
\ (5(a*,6*),6-6*)>=p0, Vy € R 
Next, we consider the system of generahzed vector quasi-variational-like in-
equalities in Banach spaces. Throughout the rest of the section, we assume that / 
is an index set (finite or infinite). For each z G / let Xi and ¥{ be two real Banach 
spaces and Ki a nonempty convex compact subset of Xi and Q a closed, convex and 
pointed cone in Yi with int Ci ^^ and Di a nonempty convex subset of continuous 
function space L{Xi,Yi) from Xi to Yi where L{Xi,Yi) is equipped with a-topology. 
Denote that K = Hie/ Ki, X = Uia^^- ^°^ ^^^^ * ^ -^ ' ^^ ^ Gi : K ^ 2^' and 
Ti : K -^ 2-^ " be two set valued mappings and rji : /fj x Ki ^ Xi a, bifunction. The 
system of generalized vector quasi-variational-like inequaUties (in short, SGVQVLI) 
is: 
Find X E K such that for each i e I, Xi e Gi{x) and 
\/yi e Gi{x), 3ui e Ti{x) such that {ui,r]i{yi,Xi)) ^ -intd, (2.5.3) 
The following lemma is needed in order to prove the existence theorem for 
SGVQVLI (2.5.3). 
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Lemma 2.5.2 [50]. Let P, W, Z be three real Hausdorff topological vector spaces, 
C be a closed, convex and pointed cone in Z with int C 7^  0 and let Q be a nonempty 
and convex subset of continuous function space L(P x W, Z) from PxW to Z, where 
L{P X W, Z) is equipped with a-topology. Let G : P x ly ^ 2^ and T : P x 1^ ^ 2^ 
be two set valued mappings and let (/? : P x P —)• P be a bifunction. Assume that 
(x, u;) G P x VF, y € G{x, w) and 
(i) G{.,.) is lower semicontinuous on P x I^; 
(ii) T{.,.) is upper semicontinuous on P x W^  with compact values; 
(iii) (/?(.,.) is continuous on P x P; 
(iv) for each u € T{x,w), {u,(f{y,x)) € —intC. 
Then there exists an open neighbourhood 0{x, w) of (x, w) such that, 3y' G G{x', w'), 
{{u,(fi{y',x')) : u G T{x',w')} C -intC whenever {x',w') G 0{x,'w). 
We have the following existence result for SGVQVLI (2.5.3). 
Theorem 2.5.5 [50]. Consider SGVQVLI (2.5.3). For each i G /, assume that 
(i) Gi is continuous on K with convex compact values and for each x E K, int Gi{x) ^ 
0; 
(ii) Ti is upper semicontinuous on K with convex compact values; 
(iii) T]i{.,.) is continuous on Ki x Kf, 
(iv) for each Xi G Ki,rii{.,Xi) is affine; 
(v) for each x G K, ii Xi E Gi{x), then r]i{xi,Xi) = 0, where 0 denotes the zero 
element. 
Then SGVQVLI (2.5.3) has a solution. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS FOR SYSTEMS OF 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES IN HILBERT SPACES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most interesting and important problems in the theory of variational 
inequalities is the development of an efficient and implementable iterative algorithm. 
In recent years, much attention has been given to develop efficient and implementable 
numerical methods including projection methods and its variant forms, resolvent 
operator method, Wiener Hopf equations, hnear approximation, auxiliary principle, 
and descent framework for solving systems of variational inequalities and related 
problems. In this chapter, we use resolvent operator method and projection method 
to study the existence and iterative approximation of solutions of some systems of 
variational inequahties. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In section 3.2, we consider a system of variational inequalities (in short, SVI) 
considered by Cho et al. [17]. By using resolvent operator method, we study the 
existence theory and develop an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solu-
tions of SVI. Further, we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In section 3.3, we consider a system of mixed variational inequalities (in short, 
SMVI) considered by Peng and Luo [70]. By using resolvent operator method, we 
study the existence theory and develop some iterative algorithms for finding the 
approximate solutions of SMVI and some of its special cases. Further, we discuss 
the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithms. 
In section 3.4, we consider a system of pseudomonotone variational inequali-
ties (in short, SPVI) considered by Hajjafar and Verma [36]. By using projection 
method, we study the convergence analysis of an iterative algorithm for finding the 
approximate solutions of SPVI. 
In section 3.5, we consider a system of nonconvex variational inequalities (in 
short, SNCVI) considered by Moudafi [53]. By using projection method involv-
ing uniformly prox-regular set, we study the convergence analysis of an iterative 
algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of SNCVI. 
This chapter is based on work of Cho et al. [17], Peng and Luo [70], Hajjafar 
and Verma [36], and Moudafi [53]. 
3.2. SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Throughout this section, let Hi,H2 be two real Hilbert spaces, A C Hi and 
B C H2 he two nonempty, closed and convex sets, (p : Hi -^ RU {+00} and 
(p : H2 -^ RU {+00} be two proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functionals. 
Let F : Hi X H2 ^ Hi and G : Hi x H2 ^ H2 he two nonlinear mappings. We 
consider the following system of variational inequahties (in short, SVI) [17] is: 
Find (a, b) e Hi x H2 such that 
r {F{a, b), x-a) + (fix) - (p{a) >0, VXEHI, . 
\ {G{a,b),y-b) + <f>{y)~<t>{b)>0, My e H2. ^^-^-'^  
By using resolvent operator method, first we study the existence theory and 
develop an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of SVI. Further, 
we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
The following result is needed to study SVI (3.2.1). 
Lemma 3.2.1 [17]. Let (p : H -^ RU {+00} be a proper convex lower semicon-
tinuous functional. For any given u & H, the point z E H satisfies the following 
inequahty 
{u — z,x — u) + p(f{x) — p'p{u) > 0, Vx G if, 
if and only if u = J^, where p > 0 is a constant, and J^ is a resolvent operator of (p 
defined in Definition 1.2.19. 
Lemma 3.2.2 [17]. For any given (a, b) e HiX H2, (a, b) is a solution of SVI (3.2.1) 
if and only if 
r a^JP[a-pF{a,b)], 
\b = f^[b-pG{a,b)l 
where p, P are positive real numbers. 
Now, we have the following existence and uniqueness theorem for SVI (3.2.1). 
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Theorem 3.2.1 [17]. Let ip : Hi ^ R U {+00} and (j) : H2-^ RU {+00} be two 
proper lower semicontinuous functionals. Let F : Hi x H2 -^ Hi he a nonlinear 
mapping such that, for any given (a, b) e HiX H2, F{., b) is strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous with constants ri and Si, respectively, and F{a,.) is Lipschitz 
continuous with constant r. Let G : Hi x H2 ^ H2 he a, nonlinear mapping 
such that, for any given {x, y) e HiX H2, G{x,.) is strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants r2 and S2 and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 
.^ If there exists constants p > 0 and /? > 0 such that 
1 y^l-2Pri+phl + pr<l. "^^ '^ -^ ^ 
Then SVI (3.2.1) has a unique solution. 
We have the following special case of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.2.2 [17]. Let F : ^  x B -^ ifi be a nonhnear mapping such that, for 
any given (a, b) e AxB, F{., b) is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous with 
constants ri and si, respectively, and F{a.,) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 
r. Let G : A X B ^ H2 he a nonlinear mapping such that, for any given {x, y) G 
A X B, G{x,.) is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous with constants r2 and 
§2, and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^. If there exists constants 
p > 0 and P > 0 such that 
1 y^l-2Pri+(3hl + pT<l. '^•^ •"'^  
Then Problem 1.3.16 has a unique solution. 
Now, we discuss the convergence analysis of the Mann iterative algorithm for 
approximating the unique solution of SVI . 
Theorem 3.2.3 [17]. Let F : Hi x H2 -^ Hi and G : Hi x H2 ^ H2 he two 
nonlinear mappings, ip : Hi ^ Rl) {+00} and (j): H2 ^  RU {+00} be two proper 
lower semicontinuous functionals. Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 3.2.3 
hold. For any given (ao, 60) & H1XH2, define the Mann iterative sequences {(a„, 6„)} 
by 
( an+i = a„a„ + (1 - an) An - pF{an, bn)], , . 
\ bn+1 = anbn + (1 - an)jj[bn - PG{an, bn)], 
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where 
0 < «„ < l,limsupQ;„ < 1. (3.2.5) 
n—>oo 
Then the sequence {(a„, 6„)} converges strongly to the unique solution (a, b) of SVI 
(3.2.1). 
We have the following special case of Theorem 3.2.3. 
Theorem 3.2.4 [17]. Let F : Ax B ^ Hi and G : Ax B -^ H2he two nonlinear 
mappings. Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 3.2.2 hold. For any given 
(oo, bo] e A X B, define the Mann iterative sequences {{an, bn)} by 
( an+i = a^ttn + (1 - an)P4[a„ - pF{an, bn)], 
\ bn+l = anbn + (1 " an)PB[K - PG{an, bn)], 
where 
0 < Q!n < l,limsupan < 1. 
Then the sequence {(an,^n)} converges strongly to the unique solution (a, 6) of 
Problem 1.3.16. 
3.3. SYSTEM OF MIXED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Throughout the rest of chapter, we suppose that H is a real Hilbert space 
with the inner product {x,y) and norm ||x|| for x,y G H. For each z = 1,2, ...,n, 
suppose that Ti,Si : H -^ H are single valued mappings, and (j)i : H -> RU {+00} 
is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function. We consider the following 
system of mixed variational inequalities (in short, SMVI) considered by Peng and 
Luo [70]: 
Find (x*, X2,..., x*) G H^ such that 
{piTix*2 + piSix*2 + xl-x*2,x~ xl) > pi</)i(xj) - pi0i(a;), Vx G H, 
{P2T2XI + P2S2XI + X*2-Xl,X- X*2) > p2(j)2{x*2) " P2(l>2{x), Vx G H, 
\Pn-lTn-lX*n + Pn-lSn-lX^ + X^_i — X^,X — X*_;^) 
> pn-l(l)n-liXn_i) - Pn-l(l>n-lix), Vx G H, 
^ {pnTnX\ + pnSnX*i + X^ - X^ X - X^) > PnMK) " Pn^x), Vx G H, 
(3.3.1) 
where yOj > 0 (z = 1,2,.,., n) are constants. 
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Some special cases of SMVI (3.3.1) are given as follows: 
(1) If n = 2, then the problem (3.3.1) reduces to the Problem 1.3.16. 
(2) For i = 1,2,..., n, if (j)i = SK, (the indicator function of a nonempty closed 
convex subset Ki C H), then problem (3.3.1) reduces to the problem of finding 
n 
{xl,X2, .••,x^) e Yl Ki, such that 
i=l 
{piTixl + piSixl + Xj~ xl,x- Xj) > 0, Vx G Ki, 
{P2T2XI + P2S2XI + xl~xl,x- xl) > 0, Va; G K2, 
••••> 
{Pn-lTn-lXl + Pn-lSn-lXn + < _ i - < , 37 - < _ i ) > 0, Vs: G K^-U 
{pnTnXl + pnSnX\ + < - X^, X - X*^) > 0, Vx G Kn-
(3.3.2) 
(3) For i = 1,2,..., n, if Ti = 0, then problem (3.3.2) reduces to the problem of 
n 
finding (xi,X2, ...,x*) G JjKi, such that 
i=l 
{piSiX*2 + Xj - X2,X - Xj) > 0, Vx G iCi, 
(P2'S'2a;3 + X2 - Xg, X - Xg) > 0, Vx G K2, 
(p„_l6'n-lX; + X;_i - X;, X - x;_i) > O, Vx G /STn-l, 
^ {PnSnXl + x ; - X^, X - X;) > 0, Vx G i f „ . 
(3.3.3) 
Moreover, if n = 2, then problem (3.3.3) reduces to the following system of 
nonlinear variational inequahties of finding (x*,X2) ^ Ki x K2 such that 
{P1S1X2 + x^ - X2, X - x^) > 0, Vx G Ki 
{P2S2XI + X2 - x^, X - X2) > 0, Vx G K2. (3.3.4) 
Lemma 3.3.1 [70]. For any given x* e H,{i = 1,2, ...,ri), (xJ,X2,...,x*) is a 
solution of SMVI (3.3.1) if and only if 
(3.3.5) 
f xl = J^l^[x*2-p,{T,x*2 + SiX*2)], 
X*2 = J^l,[x*3-P2{T2X*s+S2Xl)], 
. ^n ~ "^a^nFl — Pn{inX\ + '-'n^^ijj, 
where JQ\ = (/ + Pid(j)i)~^ is the resolvent operators of d(j)i for i = 1,2, ...,n. 
Now, we give the existence and uniqueness of solution for SMVI (3.3.1) and its 
special cases. 
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Theiorem 3.3.1 [70]. For i = 1,2,..., n, let Si : H ^ H be strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous with constants ki and / / j , respectively, and let Ti : H —^ H be 
Lipschitz continuous with constant Uj. If for each i = 1,2, ...,n, 
0 < Pi < min{—5^ ^ , — } , Vi < ki, (3.3.6) 
fif - vf Vi 
then SMVI (3.3.1) has a unique solution {xl,X2, -.jX*) G i/". 
For i = 1,2, ...,n, let Ti = 0 and 0i = SK,, where /^(-j is the indicator function 
defined in Remark 1.2.5. Then by Theorem 3.3.1, we have 
Corollary 3.3.1 [70]. For i = 1,2,..., n, let Si : H -^ H be strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous with constants ki and /Xj, respectively. If for each i = 1,2,..., n, 
2k-
0<Pi<-^, (3.3.7) 
Mi 
then system (3.3.3) has a unique solution (xl,X2, •••,x^) £ H"^. 
Now we give some n-step iterative algorithms with mixed errors for SMVI (3.3.1) 
and its special cases. 
Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1 [70]. For any given point XQ € H, define the general-
ized n-step iterative sequences {xi^k}, {x2,k}, •••, {xn,k} as follows: 
' xi^k+i = (1 - oik)xi,k + ctfcJg^ Ja;2,fc - p\{TiX2,k + SiX2,k)] + OikUi,k + Wk, 
(3.3.8) 
where xi^i = XQ, {ak} is a sequence in [0,1], and [jii^k] C H{i = 1,2,..., n), {wk} C 
H are the sequences satisfying the following conditions: 
00 OO 
EQ!fc = -hoo; y^llwfcll <+oo ; lim ||wifc|| = 0, i = 1,2, ...,n. ^-^ k-^oo 
k=l k=l 
We give some iterative algorithms for the special cases of SMVI (3.3.1). 
I terative Algorithm 3.3.2 [70]. For any given point XQ € H, define the general-
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ized n-step iterative sequences {xi^k},{x2,k},---,{xn,k} as foUows:-
Xl,k+l = (1 - Olk)xi,k + OlkPKi[x2,k - PlSlX2,k], 
X2,k = PK2[x3,k - P2S2X3,k], 
Xn-l,k ~ -fK„_iFn,fe "" Pn-l^n-lXn,k\i 
^ Xn,k = PKn[xi,k - PnSnXl,k], 
where a;i_i = XQ, PK, is the projection of H onto Ki and pj > 0 is a constant for 
i=l ,2 , . . . ,n , {Q!fe}c[0,l] are the sequences satisfying the following conditions: 
oo 
^ O f e = +00. 
fe=l 
Now, we discuss the convergence analysis of the iterative algorithms. 
Theorem 3.3.2 [70]. Let Ti and Si be the same as in Theorem 3.3.1, and sup-
pose that the sequences {a^ i.jt}, {x2,k}-, •••, {xn,k} are generated by Iterative Algorithm 
3.3.1. If the condition (3.3.7) holds, then {xi^k,X2,k,---,Xn,k) converges strongly to 
unique solution {x^, X2, •••) ^^ 
) of SMVI (3.3.1). 
Corollary 3.3.2 [70]. Let Si be the same as in Corollary 3.3.1, and suppose that 
the sequences {xi^k},{x2,k},---,{xn,k} are generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.3.2. 
If the condition (3.3.7) holds, then {xi^k,X2,k, •••,Xn,k) converges strongly to unique 
solution {xl,xl, ...,x*) of the problem (3.3.3). 
3.4. SYSTEM OF PSEUDOMONOTONE VARIATIONAL INEQUALI-
TIES 
In this section, we discuss, based on the projection method, the approximation 
solvability of a system of ^-r-pseudomonotonic variational inequalities in a Hilbert 
space setting. 
Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space H and T : 
K ^ H he a, pseudomonotone mapping on K. We consider the following system of 
pseudomonotone variational inequahties (in short, SPVI) [36]: 
Find x*,y* e K such that 
{pTiy*)+g{x*)-g{y*),g{x)-g{x*))>0, ^x) e K, (3.4.1) 
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{vT{x*) + g{y*) - g{x*\g{x) - g{y*)) > 0, ^g{x) e K, (3.4.2) 
where g : K -^ K hQ any mapping, and p and rj are positive constants. 
The SPVI (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) is equivalent to the following projection formulas 
g{x*) = PK[g{y*) ~ pT{y*)i forp>0 
g{y*) = PK[g{x*) ~ rjTix*)], forrjX) 
where PK is the projection of H onto K. 
When g = I (identity mapping), then SPVI (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) reduces to the fol-
lowing system of variational inequality [75]: Find x*,y* € K such that 
{pTiy*)+x*-y*,x-x*)>0, ^x e K, (3.4.3) 
{r)T{x*) + y*~x*,x-y*)>0, \Ix£K. (3.4.4) 
Now, we give an algorithm for finding the approximate solution of SPVI (3.4.1)-
(3.4.2). 
Algorithm 3.4.1 [36]. For arbitrarily chosen initial points x^,y^ G K (and 
g{x^)ig{y^) £ K), compute sequences {x^} and {y^} such that 
g{x') = (1 - a')g{x') + a'PKW) - pUy')] • 
g{x') = (1 - a')g{x') + a'PKW) - pT{y')] 
g{x'^') = (1 - a')g{x') + a'PMy') - pT{y% 
g{y') = PKW) - nT{x')] 
g{y') = PKW) - r^Tix')] 
g{y') = PKW) - vT{x% 
where PK is the projection of H onto K, p, r] > 0 are constants and T : K -^ H 
and g : K ^ K is any onto mapping. 
For g = I (identity mapping) in Algorithm 3.4.1, we have 
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Algorithm 3.4.2 [36]. For arbitrarily chosen initial points a;°, y° 6 K, compute 
sequences {x^} and {y^} such that 
x*=+^  - (1 - a'')x^ + OJ^PKIV'' - p r ( / ) ] • 
/ = PK[a;^  - ^T(x^)] for A; > 0. 
We now give, based on Algorithm 3.4.1, the approximation solvability of SPVI 
(3.4.1)-(3.4.2) involving strongly pseudomonotonic and Lipschitz continuous map-
pings in Hilbert space settings. 
Theorem 3.4.1 [36]. Let /f be a real Hilbert space and let K he a, nonempty, 
closed and convex subset of H. Let T : K -^ H he strongly ^-r-pseudomonotonic 
and ^-//-Lipschitz continuous and g : K -^ Khean expensive mapping. In addition, 
let the following assumptions hold: 
(i) {T(y%g{y')-g{y*))>0; 
(ii) {T{x*),g{x'^)-g{x*))>0-
(iii) e = ^l-2pr + p+if) + {pixy < 1; 
(iv) a = ^Jl-2r]r + r] + {^) + {wy < 1. 
Suppose that x*, y* ^ K form a solution to SPVI (3.4.1)-(3.4.2), the sequences {x''} 
CX) 
and {y^} are generated by Algorithm 3.4.1, and 0 < a*^  < 1 and ^0^^ = 00. Then 
fe=0 
sequences {g{x'')} and {g{y'')}, respectively, converge to g{x*) and g{y*). 
Remark 3.4.1 [36]. Since SPVI (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) does not and should not imply 
Assumptions (i) and (ii), these impositions are crucial to the implementation of the 
strong pseudomonotonicity. 
Corollary 3.4.1 [36]. Let T : K -^ H he strongly ^-r-pseudomonotonic and 
^-/i-Lipschitz continuous. Let a mapping g : K -^ K he expansive and let 
e = vT^^'2^or+0o/y < 1 and a = y/l - 2r]r + {rjfiY < 1. 
If, in addition, x*,y* € K form a solution to the problem (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), the 
sequences {x*^ } and {y^} are generated by Algorithm 3.4.1, and 0 < a*^  < 1 and 
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^ a'' = oo. Then sequences {g{x'')} and {g{y'')}, respectively, converge to g{x*) 
fe=0 
and g{y*), as k -^ oo. 
Corollary 3.4.2 [36]. Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of real 
Hilbert space H. Let T : K -^ H he an r-strongly monotonic and )U-Lipschitz 
continuous mapping. In addition, let 
e = v^l - 2pr + {pfif < 1 and a= ^/l - 2r]r + {r]ij,y < 1. 
Suppose that x*,y* € K form a solution to the problem (3.4.3) and (3.4.4), the 
sequences {x''} and {y^} are generated by Algorithm 3.4.2, and 0 < a*^  < 1 and 
^ a^  = 00. Then sequences {x^} and {y^}, respectively, converge to x* and y*. 
fc=0 
3.5. SYSTEM OF NONCONVEX VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, by using projection method involving uniformly prox-regular 
set, we study the convergence analysis of an iterative algorithm for finding the 
approximate solutions of a system of nonconvex variational inequalities considered 
byMoudafi [53]. 
Let K he a subset of a real Hilbert space H and T : K ^ H he a nonlinear 
mapping. We consider the following system of nonconvex variational inequalities (in 
short, SNCVI): Find x*,y* eK such that 
f {pT{y*) + x*-y*,x- x*) > 0, Vx G X and for p > 0, . . 
{ {rjTix*) +y*-x*,y- y*) > 0, ^y e K and for r/ > 0. ^ '' 
Now, if ii' is a convex set, by virtue of the definition of the normal cone, we can 
reformulate (3.5.1) as follows: 
( y*-x*- pT{y*) G NK{X*) 
\x*-y*~ vT{x*) € NK{y*), "^"-^ ^ ^  
which in turn, since PK = {I + NK)'^, where PK and NK are projection on K and 
normal cone at K, respectively, is equivalent to 
r X* = PK{y* - pT{y*)) , . 
\y*^PK{x*-rjT{x*)). ^'^•^"'^ 
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Moudafi [53] introduced the generalized version of (3.5.2) by replacing the usual 
normal cone by the proximal one and studied the following resulting system of 
nonconvex variational inequalities (SNCVI): Find x*,y* E K such that 
( y*~x*- pT{y*) e N^{x*) . 
\x*-y*- rjT{x*) e N^{y% '^'•^ •^ ^ 
where N^{x) is proximal normal cone defined in Definition 1.2.24, and AT is a uni-
formly prox-regular set. 
Now, we state the following proposition which summarizes some important con-
sequences of the uniform prox-regularity. 
Proposition 3.5.1 [53]. Let Kheo. nonempty and closed subset of if, r G (0, +00] 
and set Kr = {x E H : d{x,K) < r}, where d{x,K) — miu&K Ik - w||. If i^ ^ is 
uniformly r-prox-regular, then the following holds: 
(i) "ix e Kr, PK{X) ^ 0; 
(ii) Vr' 6 (0,1), PK is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^;^ on K^i] 
(iii) The proximal normal cone is closed as a set valued mapping. 
Following Verma's approach [78], Moudafi [53] considered the following two-step 
projection method to solve SNCVI (3.5.4) 
J Xk+l = (1 - OikjXk + OikPKiVk - pT{yk)), .0 r r.) 
\ yk+i - (1 - Pk)xk + 0kPK{xk - vT{xk)), ^ '' 
where p, rj are positive reals, 0 < a ,^ ^^ < 1 and ^ akPk = 00. 
fe=0 
Now, we study the convergence of the two-step projection method (3.5.5). We 
assume that K is a. uniformly r-prox-regular subset of H with r > 0 and we assume 
r' e (0, r) and set S = _r 
r—r' 
Theorem 3.5.1 [53]. Assume that T is 7-strongly monotone and L-Lipschitz 
continuous with 7 and L satisfying the following inequality 
j5 > LVS^ - 1. 
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Suppose that x*, y* e K form a solution to SNCVI (3.5.4), then the sequence (xk, Vk) 
generated by (3.5.5) strongly converges to (ar*, y^) provided that p and 77 satisfy the 
following conditions: 
^ - A < p < mi„ { ^ + A, j ^ l ^ , ^ ^ ^ } 
and 
^ - A < , < min {-X + A, ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ 1 ^ } , 
where A = V^' ' ' ;g<"-" . 
It is worth mentioning that for p = 0, SNCVI (3.5.4) reduces to the variational 
inequality: Find x* e K such that 
{T{x*),x-x*)>{), \/xeK. ' (3.5.6) 
Corollary 3.5.1 [53]. Assume that T is 7-strongly monotone and L-Lipschitz 
continuous with 7 and L satisfying the following inequality 
^8 > LVS^ - 1. 
Then the sequence {xk} generated by (3.5.5) (with p = 0 and ak = 1) strongly con-
verges to the solution x* of (3.5.6) provided that rj satisfies the following condition: 
i - A < , < min {-1 + A, ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ i ^ } , 
where A = j p 
Corollary 3.5.2 [53]. Assume that T is 7-strongly monotone and L-Lipschitz 
continuous. Suppose that x*,y* € K form a solution to SNCVI (3.5.1), then the 
sequence {xk,yk) generated by (3.5.5) strongly converges to (x^y*) provided that p 
and rj satisfy the following conditions: 
27 27 
0 < P < 7^ and 0 < 7/ < --^. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AUXILIARY PROBLEMS AND ALGORITHMS FOR 
SYSTEMS OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
It is worth mentioning that the projection method and its variant forms cannot 
be extended for constructing iterative algorithms for variational-like inequaUties, 
since it is not possible to find the projection. To overcome this drawback, one uses 
usually the auxiliary principle technique which does not depend on the projection 
mapping. This technique deals with finding a suitable auxiliary problem for the 
original problem. Further, this auxiliary problem is used to construct an algorithm 
for solving the original problem. Glowinski et al. [35] introduced this technique and 
used it to study the existence of a solution of mixed variational inequality. Later, 
Noor [61,62,63], Huang and Deng [39], Chidume et al. [16] and Zeng et al. [84] 
extended this technique to suggest and analyse a number algorithms for solving 
various classes of variational inequahties. 
In this chapter, we study some systems of variational-like inequaUties considered 
by Kazmi and Khan [45], Ding and Wang [24], and Wang and Ding [79] using 
auxihary principle technique. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 4.2, a system of variational-like inequalities (in short, SVLI) consid-
ered by Kazmi and Khan [45] is studied by using auxihary principle technique in 
real Hilbert spaces. An existence theorem for auxiliary problem related to SVLI is 
discussed. Further, by exploiting this theorem, an algorithm for the SVLI is given. 
Furthermore, we discuss the existence of a unique solution of SVLI and discuss the 
convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
In Section 4.3, a system of set valued variational-like inequalities (in short, 
SSVLI) considered by Ding and Wang [24] is studied by using auxihary principle 
technique in real reflexive Banach spaces. An existence theorem for auxihary prob-
lem related to SSVLI is discussed. Further, by exploiting this theorem, an algorithm 
for the SSVLI is given. Furthermore, we discuss the existence of a unique solution 
of SSVLI and discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
In Section 4.4, a system of generahzed set valued variational-like inequahties 
(in short, SGSVLI) considered by Wang and Ding [79] is studied by using auxiliary 
principle technique in real reflexive Banach spaces. An existence theorem for auxil-
iary problem related to SGSVLI is discussed. Further, by exploiting this theorem, 
an algorithm for the SGSVLI is given. Furthermore, we discuss the existence of a 
unique solution of SGSVLI and discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
4.2, SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
Throughout the section, unless otherwise stated, let / = {1,2} be an index set 
for and for each z € /, let Hi be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm 
are denoted by {-,•){ and || • ||j, respectively. For each i € /, let Fi : Hi x H2 ^ 
Hi, rji : HiXHi-^ Hi be nonlinear mappings, then we consider the following system 
of variational-like inequalities (SVLI) [45]: 
Find (x, y) e Hi X H2 such that 
{Fi{x,y),r)i{vi,x))i + bi{x,vi)-bi{x,x) > 0, Vi^ i e Hi, 
{F2{x,y),V2{v2,y))2 + b2{y,V2) - h2{y,y) > 0, Vus G H2, (4.2.1) 
where for each i & I, the bifunction hi : Hi x Hi ^ R, which is not necessarily 
differentiable, satisfies the following properties: 
(i) hi is hnear in the first argument; 
(ii) hi is bounded, that is, there exists a constant %> 0 such that 
&i(«i,^ i) < 7i|l'"i|llbi|l' '^Ui,Vi € Hi; 
(iii) bi{ui,Vi) - bi{ui,Wi) < bi{ui,Vi - Wi), \IUi,Vi,Wi e Hi; 
(iv) bi is convex in the second argument. 
Now, we give some special cases. 
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(1) UH = Hi = H2;v = r]i= %; F = F^ = F2; b = bi = 62, then SVLI (4.2.1) 
reduces to the variational inequaUty problem of finding x & H such that 
(F(x, x),r]{v, x)) + b(x, v) - b{x, x) > 0, Vw G H. 
Similar type of variational-like inequality problem involving set valued mappings 
has been studied by Noor [65]. 
Remark 4.2.1 [45]. 
(i) For each i e I and for arbitrary Ui,Vi e Hi, property (i) implies that -bi{ui, Vi) = 
bi{-Ui,Vi) and property (ii) implies that bi{-Ui,Vi) < jiWuiWiWviWi. Hence, we 
have 
\bi{ui,Vi)\ < li\\ui\\i\\vi\\i, yui,Vi G Hi, 
bi{ui,0) = bi{0,Vi) = 0, yui,Vi eHi, i = 1,2. 
(ii) For each i G / , it follows from properties (ii) and (iii) that, for each Ui, Vi, wi € 
Hi, 
bi{ui,Vi) -bi{ui,Wi) <^i\\ui\\\\vi -Wi\\, 
bi[ui,Wi) - bi{ui,Vi) < 7j||Mj||||'u;i - Vi\\. 
Therefore 
\bi{ui,Vi) -bi{ui,Wi)\ <'ji\\ui\\\\vi - Wi\\, \lui,Vi G Hi. 
This implies that for each i ^ I, bi is continuous with respect to the second argument. 
We need the following definitions, assumptions and known results in the sequel: 
Definition 4.2.1 [45]. A mapping Fi : Hi x H2-^ Hi is said to be 
(i) ai-strongly monotone in the first argument if there exists a constant a i > 0 
such that 
{Fi{ui,U2) - Fi{vi,U2),Ui - vi)i >ai\\ui-vi\\\, \/ui,Vi G Hi,U2 e H2; 
(ii) {I3i,^2)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants /3i,4-2 > 0 such that 
||Fi(tXi,W2) - i^ l(^ l^, t^2)||l < Pl\\Ul - Ullll + 611^ 2^ - 2^112, 
'iUi,Vi G Hi, U2,V2 G H2. 
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Assumption 4.2.1 [45]. For each i € /, the mappings Fi : Hi x H2 ^ Hi, rji : 
Hi X Hi —)• Hi satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For each {x,y) ^ Hi x H2, there a constant TJ > 0 such that 
||i^i(2;,j/)||i < r i ( | | x | | i + ||y||2); 
(ii) r]i{vi,Ui) = -r]i{ui,Vi), Mui^Vi e Hi, 
(iii) Tji is affine in the second argument; 
(iv) For each fixed Ui ^ Hi, Vi -^ f]i{ui,Vi) is continuous from the weak topology 
to the weak topology. 
First, related to SVLI (4.2.1), we consider auxihary problem and then give an exis-
tence theorem for this auxiliary problem. 
Airxiliary problem: Given (xi,3;2) € if 1 x H2, find Zi ^ Hi, Z2 ^ H2 such that 
{zi-Xi+pFi{xi,X2),r]i{vi,Zi))i+p[hi{xi,Vi)-hi{xi,Zi)\ > 0, "ivi e Hi, 
{Z2-X2 + pF2{Xi,X2),r]2{v2,Z2))2+p[b2{x2,V2)-b2{x2,Z2)] > 0, V?;2 ^ H2, (4.2.2) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Theorem 4.2.1 [45]. For each i G I, let the mapping rji : Hi x Hi -)• Hi be <Ji-
strongly monotone and (5j-Lipschitz continuous and let the bifunction bi satisfy the 
properties (i)-(iv). If Assumption 4.2.1 holds, then the Auxiliary problem (4.2.2) is 
solvable. 
Now, based on Theorem 4.2.1, we give an algorithm for SVLI (4.2.1). 
For given {xo,yo) e Hi x H2, "we know from Theorem 4.2.1 that Auxiliary 
problem (4.2.2) has solution, say {xi,yi) G Hi x H2, that is, 
(xi - Xo + pFi{xo,yo),r]i{vi,Xi))i + p[bi{xo,Vi) - bi{xo,Xi)] > 0, Vui e Hi; 
{yi -yo + pF2{xQ, yo), r?2(u2, yi))2 + PMVO, V2) - ^2(^ 0, Vi)] > 0, Vv2 G ^2-
By Theorem 4.2.1 again, for (xi,yi) € iJi x H2, the Auxihary problem (4.2.2) 
has solution {x2,y2), that is, 
{X2- xi+ pFi{xi,yi),r]i{vi,X2))i + p[bi{xi,vi) -bi{xi,X2)] > 0, Vui € Hi; 
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{y2 - yi + pF2{xi,yi),r]2{v2,y2))2 + p[b2{yi,V2) - b2{yi,y2)] > 0, '^V2 e H2. 
By induction, we can have the algorithm for SVLI (4.2.1) as follows: 
Algorithm 4.2.1 [45]. For given (xo,yo) e Hi x H2, compute an approximate 
solution {Xn, yn) ^  Hi X H2 satisfying the following conditions: 
{Xn+l-Xn + pFi{Xn,yn),Vl{Vl,Xn+l))l+p[bl{Xn,Vi)-bi{Xn,Xn+l)] > 0, Vui € Hi, 
(4.2.3) 
{yn+1 -yn + pF2{Xn, yn), ^72(^2, yn+ l ) )2 + p[&2(yn, "^2) " &2(yn, ^ n + l ) ] > 0, Vv2 € H2, 
n = 0,1,2,..., (4.2.4) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
We give the existence of unique solution of SVLI (4.2.1) and discuss the con-
vergence analysis for Algorithm 4.2.1. 
Theorem 4.2.2 [45]. Let the mapping Fi : H1XH2 -^ Hi be ai-strongly monotone 
in the first argument and (^1, ^ i)-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping F2 : HiX 
H2 -> H2 be a2-strongly monotone in the second argument and (/52,6)-Lipschitz 
continuous. For each i G I, let the mapping rji : Hi x Hi ~> Hi be o-j-strongly 
monotone and 4-Lipschitz continuous, let the bifunction bi satisfy the properties 
(i)-(iv) and let Assumption 4.2.1 holds. If the following conditions hold for p > 0 : 
c^i-tlei\ ^V{ai-th?-{l-tf){l3f-tM) 
where 
Oi Oi 12 02 ti 
Then approximate solution (a;„,y„), obtained from Algorithm 4.2.1, strongly con-
verges to {x*,y*)„ where {x*,y*) is a solution of SVLI (4.2.1). 
Example 4.2.1 [45], Let Hi = B?,H2 = R^. Let the mappings Fi : R^ x R^ -^ 
R\ F2 : R'xR'-^ R\ rji : R'x R'^ R\ 7/2 : R'x R^ ^ R', hi : R'x R^ ^ 
R, b2:R^xR^-^R be defined as: 
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For any x = (ari, x^) G I^, x' ^E?,y = (t/i, t/2,ys) ^ i^^y' 6 i?^ 
-^i(a;, y) = (4x1 + vu 42^ 2 + y2 + ys); 
F2(x, y) = (3xi + 2yi, 3x2 + 2y2 + 2y^)-
7/1 (x, x') = X - x'; rj2(y, y')=y- y'; 
bi{x,x') = {x,x');b2{y,y') = {y,y'), 
respectively. Then we have 
(i) Fi is strongly monotone in the first argument with ai = 4 and Lipschitz 
continuous with /?i = 4, ,^ 1 = 1. 
(ii) F2 is strongly monotone in the second argument with 0:2 = 2, and Lipschitz 
continuous with P2 = 3, 2^ = 2. 
(iii) r]i and r)2 are strongly monotone with ai = 0-2 = 1 and Lipschitz continuous 
with 5i = 62 = 1. 
(iv) 61 and 62 satisfies properties (i)-(iv) with 7i = 72 = 1-
4.3. SYSTEM OF SET VALUED VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALI-
TIES 
In this section, we study a system of set valued variational-like inequalities 
(SSVLI) and its related auxiliary problem in reflexive Banach spaces. The auxiUary 
principle technique is apphed for studying the existence and an iterative algorithm 
of solutions for SSVLL 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, let / = {1,2} be an index set 
and for each i G /; let Ei be a real reflexive Banach space with the norm ((• ||i; let E* 
be the topological dual space of Ei and let (•, •)j be the generalized duality pairing 
between Ei and E^. For each i € I, let Ai : E2 ^ CB{E^) and Ti : Ei-^ CB{E*) 
be set valued mappings; let A^ j : EJ" x Eg -)> CB[El) and r/j : Ei xEi-^ Ei be single 
valued mappings and let 'Hi{-,-) be Hausdorff metric on CB{El). We consider 
the following system of set valued variational-like inequalities (SSVLI) [24]: For a 
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given u* G E*, find (a;i,2;2) e Ei x E2,ui e Ti{xi),U2 € T2{xi),vi G Ai{x2) and 
•ua ^ : 2^(3:^ 2) such that 
(Ari(ui,'i;i)-a;i,r7i(yi,xi))i + 6i(a;i,yi)-6i(xi,xi) > 0, Vyi G £^ 1, 
(A^ 2(w2,-^ 2) - ^2^V2{y2,a;2))2 + &2(a;2,2/2) - &2(a;2,a;2) > 0, Vy2 G £^ 2, (4.3.1) 
where for each i G I, the bifunction bi : Ei x Ei ^ R, which is not necessarily 
differentiable, satisfies the properties (i)-(iv) given in preceeding section. 
First, related to SSVLI (4.3.1), we consider the auxihary problem and then give 
an existence and uniqueness theorem of solutions for the auxihary problem. 
Auxiliary problem: For each i G /, let gi : Ei ^ E^, given (xi, X2) £ EiX E2, ui G 
Ti{xi) and Vi G Ai{x2)^ find {zi,Z2) E EiX E2 such that 
{gi{zi)-9i{xi)+p{Ni{uuVi)-ul),r}i{yi,Zi))i+p[bi{xuyi)-bi{xi,zi)] > 0, Vyi G Ei, 
{g2iz2)-92{x2)+p{N2{u2,V2)-u^),rj2{y2,Z2))2+p[b2{x2,y2)-b2{x2,Z2)] > 0, Vy2 € E2, 
(4.3.2) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Theorem 4.3.1 [24]. For each i G /, let A : E2 ^  CB{E*2) and Ti : Ei ^ CB{El) 
be set valued mappings and Ni : El x E^ -^ El and rji : Ei x Ei -^ Ei and 
Qi \ Ei -^ El be single valued mappings. Suppose the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) Qi is ((Tj, r/i)-strongly monotone and Tj-Lipschitz continuous; 
(b) bi : Ei X Ei ^ R satisfies the properties (i)-(iv); 
(c) r]i is <5j-Lipschitz continuous; 
(d) r]i{ui,Vi) =-rji{vi,Ui), \IUi,Vi^Ei\ 
(e) r]i is affine in the second argument; 
(f) For each fixed Ui ^ Ei, Vi -^ Vii'^i^'^i) is continuous from the weak topology 
to the weak topology. 
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Then Auxiliary problem (4.3.2) has a unique solution. 
By virtue of Theorem 4.3.1, we now give an iterative algorithm for solving 
SSVLI (4.3.1) in reflexive Banach spaces. 
For each i e I, for given {x1,xl) e Ei x E2, u^ G Ti(x?) and v^ G Ai{xl), 
from Theorem 4.3.1, we know that Auxihary problems (4.3.2) has a unique solution 
(xl^x]) e El X E2, that is, 
(^i(2^1)-^iK)+P(^iK>^?)-<^i)>'7i(?/i>^l))i+#iK>2/i)-^iK,^i)] > 0, Vyi e El, 
{92(A)-92{4)+PiM4,V2)-Uj;),m{y2,xl))2+pMxl,y2)-b2{xl,xl)] > 0, V?/2 € ^2, 
(4.3.3) 
For each i G /, since M° G Ti{x1) e CB{E*i) and v^ e Ai{xl) G CB{E^), by 
Theorem 1.2.17, there exist u} G Ti{xi) and vj G Ai{xl) such that 
M-u%<{i+mimx%Ti{xi)), 
H-vl\\2<{l + m2{A{x%Ai{xl)). 
By Theorem 4.3.1 again, Auxiliary problem (4.3.2) has a unique solution (a;^,^!) G 
El X E2, that is, 
(^i(a^D-5i(a^l)+/5(^i("l> W)-'^i)>%(2/i'^i))i+#i(^l>2/i)-^i(^l,a^?)] > 0> V2/1 G £^ 1, 
{92ixl)-92ixl)+piN2{ul,vl)-u;;),rji{y2,xl))2+p[b2{xl,y2)-b2ixl,xl)] > 0, V?/2 G E2, 
(4.3.4) 
For each z G /, since «| G Ti{x\) G CB(Ei*) and i;| G ^(a^a) e C5(£;2*j, by 
Theorem 1.2.17, there exist uf G Ti(xf) and tif G Ai^l) such that 
ik-^'iii<(i+^)^i(ri(x;),T,(x?)), 
II^J-^?ll2<(l + ^ )%(A(xJ),A,(x2)). 
By induction, we can get the iterative algorithm for solving SSVLI (4.3.1) as 
follows: 
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Algorithm 4.3.1 [24]. For given (x?,^ ;^ ) e Ei x E2, u'^ G Ti{x^^) and v^ G ^(a;"), 
there exist the sequences {x^}, {X2}, {w"}, and {uf} such that 
r^ e i^(3:^ ) IK - ^ r i 2 < ( 1 + ^ ) ' H 2 { A i x ^ 2 i A { x r % 
and 
+p[h{xlyi) - h{x'l,x'l+')] > 0, Vyi € £;a, (4.3.5) 
(52(xr^) - 52(4) + p{N2{ulv-2) - ^2)My2,X^2^'))2 
+p[b2{xly2) - 62(4,a;^')] > 0, Vy2 e E2, (4.3.6) 
where i G / = {1,2}, n = 0,1,2,..., and p > 0 is a constant. 
We give the existence of the solutions of SSVLI (4.3.1) and discuss the conver-
gence analysis for Algorithm 4.3.1. 
Theorem 4.3.2 [24]. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.1, for each i € /, 
further assume that 
(g) Ni is (;5i,^ i)-mLKed Lipschitz continuous; 
(h) Ti and Ai are "Hi-Lipschitz continuous and 'H2-Lipschitz continuous with Lip-
schitz constants ki and fit, respectively. 
If the following conditions hold for p> 0 : 
' Oi = G:[^{5ITI + P7I + pSipih), vi = erfV< i^6Aii; 
O2 = 0-J^ ((^ 2T2 + P72 + pS2p2P'2), ^2 = CF2^ phli2h\ 
^ A = max{^i + i/2,92 + ui] < 1. 
(4.3.7) 
Then the sequences {x1},{x'^],{u!^] and {uf} generated by Algorithm 4.3.1, 
converge strongly to xi, a:2, Ui and Vi, respectively and (xi, ui, Ui; X2, «2, V2) is a solu-
tion of SSVLI (4.3.1), where Wi G Ti{xx),U2 G T2{xx),vi G ^1(^2) and V2 G 4^2(2:2). 
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4.4. SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED SET VALUED VARIATIONAL-
LIKE INEQUALITIES 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, let / == {1,2,3} be an index 
set and for each i e /, let Ei be a real reflexive Banach space with its dual space 
For each i G /, let Ti : Ei ^ CB{El), Ai : E2 ^ CB{El) and d : E^ ^ 
CB{El) be set valued mappings and Ni : E^ x E2 x E^ ^ E*, rji : Ei x Ei ^ Ei 
and rui : Ei —)• Ei be single valued mappings. We consider the following system 
of generalized set valued variational-like inequalities (SGSVLI) [79]: For a given 
{wl,w^,wl) e ElxE^xE;, find (xi,X2,xg) GE1XE2XE3, Ui € Ti(xi), Vi G Ai{x2) 
and Wi e Gi{x3), {i G /) , for all {yi,y2,yz) ^ Ei x E2X E^, such that 
{Ni{ui,vi,wi) - wl,r]i{mi{yi),mi{xi)))i + bi{xi,mi{yi)) -bi{xi,mi{xi)) > 0, 
{N2{u2,V2,W2) - w*2,7]2{m2{y2),m2{x2)))2 + b2{x2,m2{y2)) - b2{x2,m2{x2)) > 0, 
{N2{u2, V2, W2) - wl, 7/2(m2(y2), m2ix2)))2 + b2{x2, m2{y2)) - b2{x2, m2{x2)) > 0, 
(4.4.1) 
where for each i ^ I, the bifunction hi : Ei x Ei ^ R, which is not necessarily 
differentiable, satisfies the properties (i)-(iii) and 
(iv') For each fixed Ui G Ei, bi{ui,mi{.)) : Ei ^ R is convex. 
First, related to SGSVLI (4.4.1), we consider the auxiliary problem and then 
give an existence and uniqueness theorem of solutions for the auxihary problem. 
Auxiliary problem: For each i G /, let gi : Ei ^ E*, given {xi,X2,X3) G 
E1XE2XE3, Ui G Ti(xi), Vi G Ai{x2) and Wi G Gi{xs), find (^ 1,^ 2,-^ 3) € E1XE2XE3 
such that 
{gi{zi)-gi{xi),yi-zi)i + {p{Ni{ui,vi,Wi) - wl),rji{mi{yi),mi{zi)))i 
+p[bi{xi,mi{yi)) - bi{xi,mi{zi))] > 0, Vyi G Ei, 
{92{Z2) - g2{x2), 2/2 - ^2)2 + {p{N2iu2, ^2, '^ ^2) " ^ ) , %(m2(;(/2), m2{z2)))2 
+p[b2{x2, m2(y2)) - b2ix2,7712(^2))] > 0, Vys G E2, (4.4.2) 
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(gziza) - gsixs), Vz - ^3)3 + {p{Nz{uz, v^, W3) - w^), 773(^3(^3), m3(^3)))3 
+p[h{x3,m3{y3)) - 63(a;3,7713(^ 3))] > 0, Vy3 G E^, 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Theorem 4.4.1 [79]. For each i e I, let Ti : Ei-^ CJB(E*), At : E2 ^ CB{E^) 
and Gi : Ez^ CB{E^) be set valued mappings and Ni : E^ x E2 x E^ ^ E^, rji : 
Ei X Ei ^ Ei, rrii : Ei ^ Ei and Qi : Ei -^ E^ be single valued mappings. Suppose 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Qi is cTj-strongly monotone and Tj-Lipschitz continuous; 
(b) hi : Ei X Ei ^ R satisfies the properties (i)-(in), (iv'); 
(c) r]i and rrii are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants 5i, k, respectively; 
(d) r]i{ui,Vi) = -r]i{vi,Ui), \/ui,Vi € Ei\ 
(e) For any given Xi, yi,'Wi,Uie Ei, the mapping Vi H-> {Ni{xi, yi,Wi), r}i{ui, mi{vi)))i 
is concave and upper semicontinuous. 
Then Auxifiary problem (4.4.2) has a unique solution. 
By virtue of Theorem 4.4.1, we now give an iterative algorithm for solving 
SGISVLI (4.4.1) in refiexive Banach spaces. 
For each i e I, for given (a;?,x^,a;^) e Ei x E2 x E3, u°i € Ti{x'^j), v^ G A(x^) 
and vJi G ^^ 1(3^ 3) from Theorem 4.4.1, we know that Auxiliary problem (4.4.2) has 
a unique solution {x\,X2,x I) e El X E2 X E3, that is, 
{9i{xl) - gi{x°i),yi - xl)i + {p{Ni{u°, w", w°) ~ w*),r]i{mi{yi),mi{xl)))i 
+p[bi{xlmi{yi)) - biixlmiix]))] > 0, Vy^  € Ei, (z e 7), (4.4.3) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
For each i G / , since u'^ G Ti(x°) G CBiE^), v^ G A(a;^) G CB{EI) and 
w^ G Giixl) G CB{E^), by Theorem 1.2.17, there exist u} G Ti{x\), vj G Ai{xl) 
and wl G Gi(xl) such that 
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M - Willi < (1 + l)?/i(T,(x?),r,(xl)), U - v}\\2 < (1 + m2{Ai{x%A{xl)), 
Ik? - t^/||3 < (1 + msiGiixl), GiixD). 
By Theorem 4.4.1 again, Auxiliary problem (4.4.2) has a unique solution (xl, x\, x\) G 
El X E2 X Ez, that is, 
{9i{^f) - 9i{x]),yi - xl)i + {p{Ni{u],vl,w\) - w*),r]i{mi{yi),Tni{xj)))i 
+p[bi{xlmi{yi)) - bi{xlmi{x'i))] > 0, Vy^  G Ei, {i G / ) , (4.4.4) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
For each i € /, since u] e Ti{x\) G CB{El), vj G Ai{xl) G CB{E^) and 
wl G Gi{xl) G CB{El), by Theorem 1.2.17, there exist uj G Ti{xl), vf G Ai(2;^ ) 
and wf G (ji(a;3) such that 
ll^ i^  - ^'lli < (1 + \)ni{Ux\lT,{x\)l \\vl - v% < (1 + \)n2{Ai{x\lA,{xl)l 
\\w}-w%<{l + \)n,{Gi{xl\G,{4))-
By induction, we can get the foUowing iterative algorithm for solving SGSVLI 
(4.4.1): 
Algorithm 4.4.1 [79]. For given (x°,x^,x^) G E^ x E2 x Es, u^ G Ti(x°), 'vf G 
Ai{x2) and wf G Gi{x'^), there exist sequences (x"}, {xg}, {xg}, {wf}, {uf} and 
{wf} such that 
< G Ti{x",) IK - <+ |^|i < (1 + :^)MT,(x1),T,ix1-'% 
V? e A,(4) IK - vr% < (1+^)?i2(A(x^), A(xr^)), 
< G G,(4) IK - <+ |^|3 < (1 + ;^)%(Gi(^^), G,(xr^)), 
and 
+p[Hxlmi{yi)) - k{xlmi{x'l+'))] > 0, V^ /, G ^,, (z G / ) , (4.4.5) 
where n = 0,1,2,... and p > 0 is a constant. 
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Now, we give the existence of the solutions of SGSVLI (4.4.1) and discuss the 
convergence analysis for Algorithm 4.4.1. 
Theorem 4.4.2 [79]. Under the hypothesis of the Theorem 4.4.1, for each z € / , 
further assume 
(f) Ni is (/?i,^i,Q)-mixed Lipschitz continuous; 
(g) Ti is 7^1-Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants ki, Ai is 'H2-Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constants jii and Gi is ?^3-Lipschitz continuous with 
Lipschitz constants wi. 
If the following conditions hold for p > 0: 
Oi = CTj ^(ri + fnih) + E P^ih(^i ^f^iki: 
1=1 
3 
O2 = 0-2 {T2 + fn2h) + E P^ih(^i 6/^i, 
1=1 
3 
^3 = (^s^in + PI3I3) + E pSili(7:[^(;iWi, 
i=l 
^ 0 < A = max{^i,^2,^3}<l-
(4.4.6) 
Then the sequences {x"}, {x^}, {xg}, {«"}, {ff} and {wf} generated by Al-
gorithm 4.4.1 converge strongly to xj, X2, X3, Uj, Vi and Wi, respectively and {xi,ui, Vi, 
Wi:; 2:2, •U2,i'2,W2;2;3)M3,i'3,u;3) is a solution of SGSVLI (4.4.1), where Wi G ri(xi) , U2 € 
T2{xi), Us e Taixi), vi e Ai(x2), V2 6 ^2(2^2), -"3 ^ ^3(2:2), Wi ^ ^1(0:3), W2 G 
^2(^3) and W3 e G^ixs). 
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CHAPTER 5 
RELAXED EXTRAGRADIENT METHOD FOR A 
SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of real Hilbert space H, denote 
by VI{A, K) the solution set of the following classical variational inequaUty: Find 
X e K such that 
{Ax,y-x)>0, yyeK, (5.1.1) 
where A: K -^ H isa nonlinear mapping, and denote by F{T) =.{x ^ K \Tx = x} 
the fixed point set of a nonexpansive mapping T : K ^  K. 
In 2003, Takahashi-Toyoda [73] introduced the following iterative scheme for 
finding an element of F{T) n VI{A, K). 
Xn+\ = anXn + (1 - an)TPK{Xn - KAXn), (5.1.2) 
for every n = 0,1,2,...., where XQ = x ^  K, {Q;„} is a sequence in (0,1), {An} is a 
sequence in (0, 2Q;), and PK is projection on K. 
On the other hand, for solving the variational inequality in the finite dimensional 
Euclidean space, Korpelevich [49] introduced the following so-called extragradient 
method: 
XQ=X ^ K, 
Vn = PK{Xn - A^X„), (5.1.3) 
Xn+1 = PxiXn - >^Ayn), 
for every n = 0,1,2,...., where A €(0, i ) . 
Recently, Nadezhkina and Takahashi [54], Zeng and Yao [86], Yao and Yao [83] 
and many other authors proposed iterative algorithms for finding element in F{T) fl 
VI{A,K) by combining (5.1.2) and (5.1.3), but very few authors introduced and 
studied extragradient method for finding common solutions of a system of variational 
inequalities and a nonexpansive mapping. In this chapter, we study the relaxed 
extragradient method, due to Ceng et al. [15], for finding common solutions of a 
system of variational inequahties and a nonexpansive mapping. 
In Section 5.2, we consider a system of variational inequalities (SVI) in Hilbert 
space. We prove that SVI is equivalent to a fixed point problem of nonexpansive 
mapping. Further we discuss that the iterative sequence defined by the relaxed 
extragradient method converges strongly to a solution of SVI. Some applications of 
results are also given. 
5.2. SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Let i^ be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert space H. Let 
A, B : K -^ H be two mappings. In this section, we consider the following system 
of variational inequalities (SVI): Find {x*,y*) e K x K such that 
r {XAy*+x*-y\x-x*)>0,^xeK, 
\ {fiBx* + y*-x*,x- y*) > 0, Vx e K, ^ ' 
where A > 0 and // > 0 are two constants. In particular, ii A = B, then SVI (5.2.1) 
reduces to finding (x*, y*) e K x K such that 
r {XAy* + x*-y\x- x*) > 0, Vx e K, 
\ {fiAx* + y*-x*,x- y*) > 0, Vx G K. ^ ' 
Further, if we add up the requirement that x* = y*, then problem (5.2.2) reduces to 
the classical variational inequality (5.LI). 
Now, we give the foUowing lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.1 [15]. For given x*, y* € K, (x*, y*) is a solution of SVI (5.2.1) if and 
only if X* is a fixed point of the mapping G : K ^ K defined by 
G{x) = PK[PK{X - fiBx) - XAPK{X - fiBx)], Vx G K, 
where y* = PK{X* - fJ,Bx*). 
Proof. 
f {XAy* + x*-y\x- x*) > 0, Vx G K, 
1 {nBx* + y*-x*,x-y*)>0,yxeK 
<^ 
<;=> 
r X* = PK{y* - XAy*), 
\y* = PK{X* - fiBx*) 
X* = PK[PK{X* - liBx*) - XAPK{X* - nBx*)\. 
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Reimark 5.2.1 [15]. If the mappings A,B:K^H are a-inverse-strongly 
monotone and /9-inverse-strongly monotone, respectively, then G : K ^ K is a. 
nonexpansive mapping provided A e (0,2a) and /x G (0,2/9). 
Throughout this section, the set of fixed points of the mapping G is denoted by 
Now, we discuss that the iterative sequence defined by the relaxed extragradient 
method converges strongly to a solution of SVI (5.2.1). 
Theorem 5.2.1 [15]. Let A' be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real 
Hilbert space H. Let the mappings A, B : K ^ H he a-inverse-strongly monotone 
and ^-inverse-strongly monotone, respectively. Let S : K ^ K he a. nonexpansive 
mapping such that F{S) fl f^  7^  0. Suppose xi =u e K and {xn} is generated by 
\ Xn+1 = anU + (3nXn + InSPKiVn - A^y„ ) , 
where A G (0,20;), /x € (0,2/3) and {a„}, {I5n\, {7n} are three sequences in [0,1] 
such that 
(i) a„ + /3„ + 7„ = 1, Vn> 1; 
oo 
(ii) limn-^ oo ctn = 0, Y^an = oo; 
n=l 
(iii) 0 < lim inf„_^ oo/?n < lim sup„_ (^^ /^ n < 1-
Then {x„} converges strongly to x = PF{s)nnu and (x, y) is a solution of SVI (5.2.1), 
where y = PK{X — fiBx). 
Example 5.2.1 [15]. Let H = R and K = [-7r/2,7r/2]. Define the mappings 
S:K^KandA,B:K-^Has follows: 
5'(x)=sinx, A{x) = X - {sinx)/2 and .S(a;) = x - (sina:)/3. 
Then it is obvious that S is nonexpansive, A is 2/9—inverse-strongly monotone and 
B is 3/8-inverse-strongIy monotone. In this case we have F{S)nCl = {0}. In terms 
of Theorem 5.2.1, we choose the parameters A, [i. Then the sequence {x„} generated 
from Xi = u E K hy the iterative scheme (5.2.3) converges to 0 = PF{s)nnu and 
(x, y) = (0,0) is a solution of SVI (5.2.1), where y = PK{X - fiBx). 
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The following results are directly deduced from Theorem 5.2.1. 
li A = B, we have 
Corollary 5.2.1 [15]. Let if be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real 
Hilbert space H. Let A : K —)• H he an a-inverse-strongly monotone mapping and 
let S : K ^ K he a. nonexpansive mapping such that F{S) CiCl ^ 0. Suppose 
Xi=--u E K and {x„} is generated by 
( Vn^ PK{Xn - f^AXn), 
\ Xn+1 = anU + PnXn + InSPKiVn " AAy„), 
where A, /x G (0,20;) and {an}, {/^ n}, {in} are three sequences in [0,1] such that 
(i) Q!n+^n + 7n = 1, Vn > 1; 
oo 
(ii) hmn^oo Q!n = 0, Y^an = oo\ 
n=l 
(iii) 0 < liminf„_^oo/?n < lim sup^^^ /^^ n < 1-
Then {xn} converges strongly to x = PF{s)nQU and {x, y) is a solution of problem 
(5.2.2), where y = PK{X — iiAx). 
\iS ~I (identity mapping), we have 
Corollary 5.2.2 [15]. Let i^ be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real 
Hilbert space E. Let the mappings A,B \ K -^ E he a-inverse-strongly monotone 
and /3-inverse-strongly monotone, respectively, such that fi 7^  0. Suppose xi = « € 
K and {x„} is generated by 
\ Xn+1 = anU + PnXn + InPRiVn " A^ly^), 
where A € (0,2a), // G (0,2/?) and {Q;„}, {/?„}, {7n} are three sequences in [0,1] 
such that 
(i) a„ + /?„ + 7„ = l, V n > l ; 
00 
(ii) lim„^oo c^ n = 0, Yj^n = oo\ 
n=l 
(iii) 0 < lim inf„_>oo l^n < limsup„^^ /?n < 1-
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Then {x„} converges strongly to 2; = PQU and {x, y) is a solution of problem (5.2.1), 
where y = PK{X — iiBx). 
Definition 5.2.1 [15]. A mapping T : K -^ K is called strictly pseudocontractive 
if there exists some k with 0 < A; < 1 such that 
\\Tx-Ty\\'<\\x-y\\' + k\\{I-T)x-{I~T)y\\\yx,yeK. 
For recent convergence result for strictly pseudocontractive mappings, we refer 
to Zeng et al. [85]. Put ^ = 7 - T. Then we have 
\\{I - A)x - {I - A)y\\'< \\x ~ y\\'+ k\\Ax - Ay\\\ 
On the other hand, 
11(7 - A)x - (7 - A)y\\'' = \\x-y\\'' + \\Ax - Ay\\' - 2{x -y,Ax- Ay). 
Hence we have 
1 — k {x -y,Ax- Ay) > -^\\Ax - Ay\\\ 
Consequently, if T : 7C —)• TiT is a strictly pseudocontractive mapping with constant 
k, then the mapping A = 7 - T is (1 - fc)/2-inverse-strongly monotone. 
Corollary 5.2.3 [15], Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real 
Hilbert space 77. Let the mappings A,B : K -^ H he {1 - /i;)/2-inverse-strongly 
moaotone and (1 — /)/2-inverse-strongly monotone, respectively, where A — I — 
T, B = I — V, and T, V : TC —)• 7C are strictly pseudocontractive with constant k 
and strictly pseudocontractive with constant I, respectively. Let S : K ^ K he a. 
nonexpansive mapping such that 7 (^5') fl fi ^ 0. Suppose Xi = u ^ K and {xn} is 
generated by 
\ Xn+i = anU + ^n^n + 7n '5(( l - A)?/„ + ATy„), 
where A € (0,1 - fc), /x G (0,1 - /) and {a„}, {^n}, [in] are three sequences in 
[0,1] such that 
(i) Qn + /?n + 7n = 1, Vn > 1; 
00 
(ii) lim„^oo Q!n = 0, Ylan = oo\ 
n=l 
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(iii) 0 < liminf„^oo/?n < \imsup^_^^ jSn < 1. 
Then {x„} converges strongly to x = PF{s)nnu and (x, y) is a solution of SVI (5.2.1), 
where y = (1 — fj,)x — fiVx. 
Using Theorem 5.2.1, we have the following results in a real Hilbert space. 
Theorem 5.2.2 [15]. Let if be a real Hilbert space. Let A : H ^ H he an a-
inverse-strongly monotone mapping and let 5 : if ->• if be a nonexpansive mapping 
such that F{S) fl A~^0 ^  0. Suppose xi = u e H and {x„} is generated by 
Xn+l = anU + j3nXn + lnS{yn - A.Ay„), 
where A e (0,2Q;) and {«„}, {/?n}, {in} are three sequences in [0,1] such that 
(i) Q!n + /?n + 7n = 1, Vn > Ij 
CX) 
(ii) lim„^oo an = 0, ^ «„ = oo; 
n=l 
(iii) 0 < liminf„_,oo^n < lim sup^^^^/?„ < 1. 
Then {x„} converges strongly to x = PF{s)nA-^QU. 
Proof. We have X = fJ., K — H, B = A, A~^0 — Q and PH = I. In this case, there 
holds the following: SVI (5.2.1) ^ problem (5.2.2) ^ VI(yl,if). 
Indeed, it is sufficient to show that problem (5.2.2) ^ VI(A, if). Suppose that 
there is {x*,y*) e H x H such that 
f {XAy* + x*-y*,x- x*) > 0, Vx G if, • 
1 {XAx* + y*-x*,x- y*) > 0, Vx G H. 
Then we have 
That is. 
X* = Pnif - XAy% 
y* = PH{X* - XAx*); 
(5.2.5) { x* = y*- XAy*, I y* = x* - XAx*. 
We claim that x* = y*. Otherwise, from (5.2.5) it follows that Ax* ^ 0, Ay* ^ 0 
and Ax* + Ay* = 0. Again from (5.2.5) we obtain 
\x* - y*\\'= \\y* - X* - X{Ay* - Ax*)\f 
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= \\y*- a:*|p - 2X{Ay* - Ax\y* - x*) + X^\\Ay* - Ax^'W 
<\\y*-x*\\^- 2Xa\\Ay* ~ Ax*\\^ + \^\\Ay* - Ax*\\^ 
= \\y* - a;*|p - (2a - X)\\\Ay* - Ax*\\^ 
<\\y*-A\\ 
which hence leads to a contradiction. This shows that x* = y*. Thus, problem 
(5.2.2) =^  Y1{A,H). By Theorem 5.2.1, we obtain the desired result. 
Th€;orem 5.2.3 [15]. Let If be a real Hilbert space. Let A : if ^ i? be an 
a-inverse-strongly monotone mapping and let B : if -)• 2-^  be a maximal monotone 
mapping such that A~^0 fl B'^0 ^ 0. Let Jf be the resolvent of B for each r > 0. 
Suppose xi =u e H and {xn} is generated by 
Xn+l = OnU + PnXn + InJr iVn - A^? /n ) , 
where A € (0,2a) and {««}, {/?n}, {in} are three sequences in [0,1] such that 
(i) an + /3„ + 7n = 1, Vn > 1; 
00 
(ii) limn^c» ctn = 0, X] «n = oo; 
n=l 
(iii) 0 < liminfn^oo/?n < limsup„^^/3n < 1. 
Then {x„} converges strongly to 5 = PA-^Q^B-'^QU. 
Proof. We have F{J^) = ^-^0. Putting P^ = i and 5 = Jf, by Theorem 5.2.2 
we obtain the desired result. 
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